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ANALYSIS
T THE HEIGHT of the greatest industrial boom in history
a wave of strikes hit the nation, and the people suffered
extremes of hardship in full time of peace. If this can happen
now, what will occur when the boom comes to an end 7 If we
can have so much trouble about so little, where shall we be in the'
real days to come ? Sellers markets after the industrial disruption
of protracted war, armament booms in preparation for yet another
war which science has now made too dangerous an expedient to
rescue failing capitalism from its cumulative difficulties, Russian
clumsiness in propping up the tottering form o f their opponent
by playing small wars instead of a big peace : all these saving
blessings of little minds and a languishing system will not last
for ever. Britain will eventually face an intensive competition
on world markets from industries which pay wages as low as the
Japanese, and from industries which are as highly organised as the
American and possess so large a home market that they can afford
to dump their surplus abroad at cut-throat prices. Britain's
inherited industrial system is more dependent on world markets
than any other ; even the modem, mutilated Germany is only
obliged to export about half the proportion o f total production
which we are impelled to sell abroad in order to buy the food and
raw materials we cannot produce at home. Even now our level
o f costs is dangerously out of line with our most formidable com
petitors ; in booming markets our export trade has not expanded
in a degree comparable to the advance of our rivals. The plain
fact is that the controllers of our national economy dare not risk
a rise in wages and increase in costs under these conditions ; the
standard of life is held down hard, even at the height of the boom.
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An equally plain fact is that the busmen are not only poorly paid
in relation to other industries but are so overstrained that they
are leaving their industry in large numbers with the result that
the service is liable to break down for lack of sta ff; conditions in
the docks are also bad. The system is failing even in the sunshine
of this St. M artin’s summer of the old capitalism. Nationalisation
makes not the slightest difference to the standard of the workers
if the whole system is tied down to the necessity of competing in
world markets under impossible conditions. They find the new
bosses as hard as the old ; also, more remote and less efficient.
Already a situation is blowing up, and anything can happen when
the real storm begins. Already the well tried technique is failing ;
one of the ablest and personally most likeable Ministers o f Labour
the country has ever known, could not this time get his usual
results. The reason was that he was up against real grievances
and communist leadership. The old Trade Union leadership
might have helped again to smooth over the real grievances, if
the communists had not been there ; on the other hand, the com
munists would have been impotent without real grievances to play
upon. It was the combination o f bad conditions and communism
which baffled all the dexterity of the Minister and caused the bitter
hardship of the public. It is a foretaste of what will occur when
there are more grievances and consequently more communism.
It is time to start thinking about the breakdown of the system
and the menace of communism. Those who do not use their heads
to-day may get hit on them to-morrow.
Change the System and Smash Communism
The remedy, in crude terms, is to change the system and smash
communism. Easier said than done, but the possibilities offered
by modern science could open the way to a generation th at had
both mind and will. Britain must break out o f an island prison
which can at any time also become a beleagured fortress ; a small
change in the precarious terms o f trade can a t any time bring
catastrophe to a country so very dependent on the chaos o f world
markets. The old method was to develop the inherited empire
to a point of independence and security. T hat great heritage was
impaired by war and deliberately abandoned in peace. So much
has been given away ; our people have been taught to be so
ashamed of what is left. In any case, the old resources as well as
4
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the old will are gone ; it is out of the question for a single-handed
Britain to develop the remaining empire to the point of solving
the imminent problem in the short time that is left. A country
that cannot supply the manpower for its own mines and agriculture,
which cannot fill its hearth or reap its harvest, will not hurriedly
bring to fruition the virgin soil of the Dominions or make the desert
of wasted Africa bloom with roses ; although it is the greatest
potential of wealth in the world. We can give back to England
will, but we cannot give back to our people time ; that has been
lost, and worse than lost. Time is now too short to do what should
have been done in the years before the war, and without war.
All Europe will be needed to do the task this time : our appeal
will soon be aided by the “ sharp glance of necessity ” . The way
out of strikes and lockouts occasioned by intolerable working
conditions, because a small and now impoverished island cannot
afford anything better in the face of its competitors, is to break
out into a larger world. Europe-Africa will contain all the food
stuffs and materials that man or industry can possibly desire ;
it will also possess both a skilled productive population and a
potential market greater than the American. We can live as a
continent — two continents — but not any longer as an island ;
the problem has become too big, and men’s minds have been,
too long, too small. Discontent will increase throughout England
and Europe until a decisive policy removes its cause. The resultant
industrial troubles may give communism its first great chance
in the West.
Fighting Communism
In the interval of the coming days we must be ready to meet
communism at home in decisive struggle. It is curious that
politicians who are ready to run round the Far East with armies
and air forces, looking for any patch of desert they can close to
the entry of Russia, dare not say boo to any communist goose at
home. To challenge the red lout who is setting fire to their own
house, or to root out the rosy traitors who open the door to the
Soviets, not in Korea but in Whitehall, is quite beyond their will
and s k ill; in fact it is most ungentlemanly even to suggest doing
anything of the kind (ask the first gentleman of Transport House,
Mr. Herbert Morrison). Even the Economist was moved to protest
at the delicate method of fighting communism in the recent dispute.
5
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It suggested that the “ Ministers might have named the members
of the Communist Party who held key posts in the strike” . It
feared it might be objected that “ such high-handed methods would
be undemocratic” : nevertheless the Economist dared to surmise
that such positive action of the Government “ on behalf of injured
bystanders does not seem wildly dictatorial
Bravo, bravo —
our courage is mounting with our indignation ; a few more heavy
kicks behind and we may even be so rude as to mention the names
of the communist leaders in public. Surely this is possible
without incurring a charge o f dictatorship ; it is only the most
primitive tribes who have a taboo about mentioning the name of
the local deity. After all, we are not still allied with the com
munists against the Germans ; in no western country have they
any longer the run of their teeth in murdering or imprisoning
anyone they particularly dislike in the name o f the common cause.
It may be unpleasant to name and to denounce roughly the com
rades of yesterday, but conservatism must brace itself for this final
discourtesy. In short, the fight against communism must begin.
The weight of English government should be thrown against
communism rather than against its consistent opponents. A t any
rate it should perform its elementary duty o f cleaning up its own
house by sweeping up Whitehall. There are others who are not
afraid to fight communism with the gloves off either in politics
or in the unions ; they only ask that they should be free to do so.
Communism in the West can and will be decisively defeated on
two conditions : the real grievances o f the workers must be
remedied, and the red exploitation of grievances in Moscow service
must be fought, fought hard.
The Workers’ Demand
To remedy grievances we require the room to act, which is
Europe-Africa, and a real social policy. The workers are com
pletely disillusioned with the old policies ; long ago they turned
against any form of the old capitalism, and they are now turning
away from bureaucratic socialism. They say, and rightly, th at the
new bosses are worse than the old. They are seeking new ways
and new m e n ; their constant malaise brings industry its trouble
and communism its chance.
We need not only room to live, but a new means to live. We
believe that means is the policy described in our May number as
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European Socialism. It combines the revolutionary policy of
workers’ ownership, in place of nationalisation, with complete
freedom for private enterprise to work wherever it can, without
the restrictions and burdens imposed by the present state. In a
synthesis of two extreme opposites we shall achieve a system o f
constructive action, of creative realism. We shall combine the
strong urge of the workers towards Syndicalism with the strong
urge o f the striving individual to make new things, just as the
pioneers of the old system made new things in return for this just
reward ; both these urges are traditional and have been the main
spring of the effective action that has taken place on either side!
Syndicalism was really the inspiration of the guild system of the
Middle Ages, which in both England and Germany created great
enterprises that were free from the vices both of capitalism and of
bureaucratic socialism. Syndicalism lived again in the early trade
union movement when the workers first learnt to manage their own
affairs in their own organisations ; they soon did it well enough to
win from capitalism an altogether different standard of life. Free
enterprise in the hands of creative individuals was responsible for
the whole wonder of the industrial revolution. Does anyone
imagine for a moment that science would have achieved what it
has for mankind if every invention had perforce been submitted
to a committee o f modern bureaucrats ? It was the freedom of
capable industrial pioneers to seize opportunities which others did
not see, and to turn new ideas into great industries, which created
the m odem world. We are not dealing with crude and untried
novelties, but with two o f the deepest urges in human nature ;
the two inspirations which have so far worked. Both are now
entirely thwarted, and turned back upon themselves in a disease
o f frustration. The workers’ successful organisation to win better
standards from capitalism did not grow and develop naturally
to the point where they could take over capitalism in every sphere
where its mission was exhausted. These industries fell into
the hands o f State bureaucrats in that distortion of western
socialism to the mandarin system which was nationalisation ;
worse still, the trade unions themselves became managed by similar
types, usually mandarins who were not quite up to the State job.
This false and perverted idea of State socialism, this hardening of the
arteries o f western life, this fatalistic acceptance of rule by the
omnipotent and omnipresent State, this helpless and ignoble
dependence on the placid and paternal mandarin, replaced the
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first fine virile drive of the workers to independence, self-expression,
self-rule and creative achievement. The defeat o f Syndicalism by
State socialism suppressed not only the workers but the vitality
of the nation. Capitalism also has gradually turned into a parody
— more, a complete contradiction — of the creative life o f the in
dustrial pioneer. The man who was inspired by an idea, created
an industry, and led his workers like a team leader, achieved
everything in the beginning ; but he passed from the scene as
he became too old, or the success of his efforts made the industry
too big for individual management. After an uneasy hereditary
interregnum the absentee shareholders and the “ managerial
revolution ” took his place. Free enterprise was succeeded by
another bureaucracy, but within capitalism it could only work for
a little and with an uneasy conscience. The best type of salaried
managers preferred to work for an ideal of some kind to working
for the profits of the absentees. But the only ideal they now have
to work for is the already proved absurdity o f nationalised industry
under State socialism. So the managerial revolution with all its
brilliance, and vitally necessary qualities, has fallen into a deep
frustration between the bureaurcratic State and the shareholders’
meeting. The way out to effective action and new ideals is for
the managers to become the leaders o f worker teams in industries
owned by all those engaged in them — managers and workers
alike. In the modem world command is persuasion : it is not the
shadow of the absentee shareholder which gives a manager authority,
it is his own character. The managerial revolution will be an integral
part of European Socialism ; managers and workers together —
workers both — will conduct developed industries. Managers
will find it easier to persuade the workers not to strike when the
first thing hit is the workers’ profits, and their own. But in all new
enterprises, at all early stages o f industry, the creative individual
will operate with complete freedom, and for a full reward ; he
will not only be free, he will be cherished. Such brains and such
spirits must be attracted to the system, preserved, encouraged by
every possible means ; they are the fuel o f the future, the very
essence of achievement. In life they must be guaranteed the full
reward they have earned, and in death they must have security
that their family and friends shall benefit from their life’s work.
A man’s sons should be able to succeed him in all family businesses
which are not too developed for any form of personal management
and have not yet entered the phase o f syndicalised industry. As
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long as they work and create it is good that they should carry on
a family tradition. And even if their old industries are syndicalised
it is right that they should benefit by hereditary opportunity in the
chance to create new industry. It is only the accumulation of
hereditary wealth in the idle hands of the anti-social parasite that
must be stopped. When a family business is ripe for Syndicalism,
its owners will receive its full value and will have the opportunity
their fathers created for them to found new enterprises and construct
industries o f their own. I f on the other hand they do nothing
constructive, but live idly as a burden on the community, their
wealth will pass back to the nation whence it came under the in
spiration of the pioneer. So industry in the early stages will belong
to the great doers, and in the later stages to the workers who helped
them do. That is the way of life, the way to create and to achieve.
Failure of the System
All much too difficult — will be the answer — anyhow why have
any great changes when everything is going so well ? Well, you
have been warned ; the recent wave of strikes has been a small
sign, perhaps enough to start some people thinking. A t this stage
all th at we can hope for is that those capable of present thought,
and future deed, should start thinking. It is necessary to think
and to plan in advance if the storm is not to overwhelm.
The dilemmas o f the present system are becoming ever more
apparent. F or example ; Britain at the moment is the principal
protagonist o f a return to the full international trading system,
partly on traditional grounds and partly as a means to secure a
reduction o f American tariffs which is held to be a pre-requisite
for the convertibility o f the pound ; so the two powerful motives
o f national interest and old ideas are in formidable combination.
As the Financial Times p u t it before the opening of the G.A.T.T.
Conference, Britain’s attitude is “ something closely akin to the
spirit o f 1846 and the abolition o f the Corn Laws. It looks like
the re-affirmation by the Conservative Government of the belief
that the basic policies which gave Britain her commercial supremacy
of the second half of the nineteenth century are still applicable in
the twentieth.” But at this very same conference, Britain appeared,
again in the words of the Financial Times, as the “ upholder of the
principle o f organised discrimination against one member, Japan ”
(.Financial Times, 28.10.54). In practical matters our rulers have
9
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once again been hoist with their own humbug in questions of
principle. But, as America calls the tune since the last war, Britain
is likely to have the worst of both worlds ; America will not sub
stantially reduce her own tariffs but will insist on the entry of such
countries as Japan into world markets. In fact, since the successful
war in the East deprived Japan of all living room on the Asian
mainland, in favour of China which the same war has elevated to
the status of a world menace, it is difficult to see what else America
can do within the terms of the present system. She has either to
let Japan trade and live, or keep eighty million Japanese, at her
own expense. As the only conceivable purpose and occupation
of eighty million kept Japanese would be to act as a military arm
against communist China, the rulers of America might feel
difficulty both in persuading Congress to support the expense and
in persuading all the sororities, who were previously deceived,
that intentions at the next election are even more peaceful than
those of Mr. Roosevelt in the election of November 1940. So
America is likely to force Japanese goods back on to world markets
where the chief sufferer would be the country most dependent on
export trade ; namely Britain. Japan and the contiguous island
chain is a vital necessity to the defence of America ; she must now
trade or go under. Once again all the old dears are hoist with
their own humbug. In such a situation it is inevitable that young
toryism — that strange sport of nature — should patter along with
its own particular contribution. Flicking over the pages in a
dentist’s waiting-room of a journal which descended from the
brilliant Labouchfere to its present intellectual abyss, we discovered
a sterile lament on this Japanese dilemma, relieved by the following
reflection : “ a courteous, erudite, likeable man, well bred in his
western taste for good food, good wine, good cigars, good clothes,
a wise statesman and a good friend of the West. Ultimately the
character of Mr. Yoshida does not matter very much. Whether
he is a good democrat or a bad one by western standards he is a
strong anti-communist.” Do they really think that is the line
with communism ? — or with the Eastern peoples ? If so, how
like them.
Tory Inconstancy — Why Should Churchill R etire ? — B etter an
Old Mind than None

The pressure on Sir Winston Churchill to retire is renewed—why?
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His speeches seem as good as ever, and a man cannot
speak like that if his mind is gone. He moves, it appears, with a
slow and portentous solemnity, but that was always part of his
careful make-up of statesmanship ; in that sense he was always
one of the politicians who relied on make-up, like Snowdon’s
Robespierre demeanour, Maxton’s Robespierre hair, and Baldwin’s
pipe, pigs, and donkey as carefully fondled as the Tory electorate.
Churchill’s pontifical pose was always relieved by the schoolboy
jokes which delight the House o f Commons ; a solemn mien and
a practised skill obtain effects which in basic principle are similar
to those of the Marx brothers when a very dignified lady slips on
orange peel or throws a meringue. Sir Winston Churchill is still
a past master of the old arts — what then is the evidence that he
is gateux ? We are, of course, against Ids every principle and his
whole record, for reasons explained in an article in our August
issue and on innumerable other occasions. But he is the hero of
the Tories, a man who won their war, who implemented their every
folly — even their lust for insensate vengeance. He is just the
same as he always was : what reason have they now for his political
assassination, except that some of them have an itch for various
places ? It is rumoured that he sometimes dozes a little in
C ab in et; but who would not go to sleep while some of them were
talking ? Stalin, during the early days of windy discussion in
revolutionary committees, used to lie down and sleep on the kitchen
table till the comrades had blown off steam and a real decision
could be taken ; he lived to be one of the main architects of their
revolution ; his slumbers were not a sign of exhaustion but of
revolutionary realism. His colleagues may have some reason to
congratulate themselves that Sir Winston is not like Lord Melbourne,
who grew so wakeful in his old age that he could not even sleep in
Cabinet (vide Lord David Cecil’s delightful biography). There is
really no evidence in all this, even if true, that a British Prime Min
ister is due for retirement. No one suggests that Dr. Adenauer
should retire ; he is approximately the same age and only took
office for the first time a few years back. His colleagues report
him in full vigour — perhaps they do not desire his place. It may
be th at some men of that age can work less hours than formerly ;
but, as the late J. L, Garvin said o f a previous case in this period
of life : “ Six hours of L.G. are worth more than sixteen hours a
day o f any of the others
As long as a first-rate man retains full
possession o f his faculties he should be retained in office ; provided
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of course you do not want to get rid of him on grounds of high
principle. But to assassinate your old hero merely because others
are impatient, or a fickle age is bored with an old face during a
neurotic quest for novelty, is simply contemptible. There may be
reasons of principle for wanting to get rid of him ; if so, the
country should hear what they are. There are plainly clear
reasons which might well induce the Prime Minister to stay. It
is quite conceivable that he fears after his departure an immediate
quarrel between Sir Anthony Eden and the Americans in general,
and Mr. Dulles in particular. He may well feel that the Tories
need “ the pervading influence o f a commanding mind ” until
at least some provisional settlement o f the present international
tension is reached ; he may even have in mind one last Moscow
banquet. There are many possible reasons for staying which
should at least preserve him from the taunt of clinging to office
when all his ambitions are achieved ; he is not a man who is
without resources when without office, whether material o r mental.
Even the frivolity of this period, even the English complex in favour
of the suppressed, the under-dog and the under done, would
scarcely demand the retirement of a Churchill, in a moment of
high decision, just to give faded fanny a chance before she becomes
too faded. But enough of this Christmas pleading for charity
to our principal opponent; dr it will become special pleading.
We will part now from Sir Winston in handing him one last weapon,
from an armoury with which he is not familiar. He has never
under-rated his own capacities ; he should now confront the
jealous mob of jostling mediocrities with Goethe’s formidable
epigram : “ The only consolation o f the dunce is that genius
is not immortal ”.
Let the Tories drink this Christmas to the health o f their grand
old man — and like it — down with it, boys, no heel-taps.
EUROPEAN
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A PLAN FOR AFRICA
by JOHN STEELE
T HAS FREQUENTLY been asserted by supporters o f the
European idea that Africa must be developed as a great estate.
Europe must create a Third Force area to which she can withdraw
from capitalism in crisis. Within this section of the surface of the
globe she must find the markets to keep her industries fully
employed, and the foodstuffs and raw materials to feed her peoples
and her economy.
An ordered expansion in Africa offers the means o f a great
advance in civilization, without the fluctuating booms and slumps
that characterise capitalist development. A creative state action,
the full employment of the available resources o f a united Europe,
the full consumption also of the real wealth produced by the peoples
o f Europe-Africa — these will ensure a balanced and rapid expansion
o f the Third Force area.
■ This proposition is widely accepted, and it is now time to discuss
in more detail the means by which Africa can be developed. Quite
clearly, serious mistakes can be made in opening-up a new con
tinent, as the Labour experiment with groundnuts showed. Another
set-back on similar lines would be no small disaster for a Europe
breaking free from the old system.
This article lays down proposals, therefore, with this clearly in
mind. But it does not attempt to suggest development measures
for the length and breadth o f Africa. There are three Africas,
geographically speaking. Firstly, there is the bulky upper part
o f the continent, most o f which is desert, from the Sahara to Egypt
and Sudan. Its development must remain a long-term project,
to be undertaken in co-operation with the Arabs.
Secondly, there is the tropical forest area, centred around the
Congo Basin and the West African coast. This is essentially the
negro’s Africa, to be developed by him with European assistance.
The third part of Africa, which ultimately can become the living

I
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space of several million Europeans, is that great plateau country
stretching from the Kenya Highlands, down through Tanganyika
and the Rhodesias, westwards into Angola and southwards to the
Cape.
This article proposes measures for the full development o f that
White Africa, and any comments upon them would be very greatly
valued.
One glance at the map is sufficient to show how untouched a
continent is Africa. Great areas are empty o f all communications,
except for indifferent roads, many of which are little more than
tracks which are washed away in the rainy season. State action,
backed by European industry, must make the development of
African communications one of its earliest tasks.
Africa badly needs roads. But they must be substantial roads,
capable of taking heavy weights and laid as wide and as straight as
the concrete autobahnen o f Germany. They must be able to
stand up to the torrential conditions which periodically occur
in Africa. At first they should link up the known deposits of
minerals, and the intensively cultivated areas, with the ports. Later
as new deposits are found and cultivation is extended, new roads
should be laid.
Railways are badly needed in Africa. The celebrated Cape to
Cairo route, envisaged by Cecil Rhodes at the dawn o f the century,
is still a dream. It may even be necessary to give railways priority
over roads in the early stages of development, in order to move,
far into the interior, machinery for the extraction o f minerals.
Railways may also be the better economic proposition to carry
inland prefabricated buildings, o f which whole towns could spring
up overnight far from the coast.
Yet roads should prove to be the more popular thoroughfares
once East Africa becomes thickly populated.
But roads and railways cannot function without sufficient ports
— and Africa is notoriously poor in natural harbours. Human
intelligence, however, already has overcome this obstacle. The
Mulberry Harbour was evolved for landing great quantities o f
stores on the Normandy beaches : why should it not serve Africa
in dozens of man-made ports along the coasts o f Kenya, Tanganyika
and Angola ?
It might be used in the same way on the East African lakes..
These are at the very heart of the country to be developed : flying
boats could use the lakes as great airports, cutting out the time
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and expense at present involved in sailing round to the East African
seaports. Further opportunities are offered by the lakes. A
Nile-to-Zambesi canal and river system of internal communications
is well within the bounds of possibility, linking the Nile with the
lakes (once the Sudd is drained and channelled in Southern Sudan)
and the lakes with each other and the Zambesi River.
So much for communications. They can be established relatively
quickly if European Government acts in a vigorous way. Planned
like a military operation, using working parties of the youth of
Europe inspired with the pioneering spirit, the face of East Africa
can be transformed, in this respect at least, within a short period.
Yet this is only the beginning. Two of the greatest needs of
Africa are water and power. Water is seriously in shortage over
most of the continent, except in the rainy seasons ; on the other
hand, East Africa has water stored in plenty in the Great Lakes.
They are, in fact, “ Great ” lakes. One of them, the Victoria
Nyanza, has a surface area the size o f Scotland. Two more are
each as large as Wales, while there are several others of very great
size.
It is possible, moreover, to increase their storage capacity by
raising concrete dams at their lower ends. Here, then, are the
great reservoirs for the irrigation which is needed to turn East
Africa into the smiling estate it can become. These reservoirs
are between three thousand and four thousand feet above sealevel, a definite advantage for irrigating at lower levels. The
supply of water is virtually inexhaustible, as the lakes are largely
fed from the Mountains o f the Moon which condense the rainclouds sweeping up from the South Atlantic.
The lakes have further uses. Side by side with irrigation projects,
hydro-electric plant can be installed : the lakes can be double
servants. Still greater possibilities in hydro-electric uses can be
realised on vast rivers like the Zambesi, where the Kafue and Kariba
schemes have already been started to provide power for the
Rhodesias. The Congo is a further source of power, and un
doubtedly the greatest in Africa : some European-Negro partner
ship scheme will harness these mighty waters in the future for the
benefit of both races in Africa.
Finally, there is the coal and uranium, already known to exist
in large deposits in a number of places : uranium is being mined
on the Rand, in the Congo Basin, in Nigeria and Ethiopia. Rich
coal seams exist in South Africa (there are an estimated seventy
15
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thousand million tons in the Transvaal alone), in Southern Rhodesia,
in Bechuanaland and Western Tanganyika.
What else may be found when Africa is thoroughly surveyed ?
As for other minerals, it is clear that certain areas are already
marked out for a promising industrial future. South Africa’s
Ruhr lies east of the Drakensbergen, where an abundance o f water,
good soil, climate and coal have combined to make this certain.
Southern Rhodesia will undoubtedly become the industrial hub
of Central East Africa. It has an average altitude of four thousand
feet, with a bracing climate for Europeans although in the tropical
belt. There are rich deposits of coal, chrome, mica, copper :
secondary industries, such as steel, cement, cotton textiles, are
springing up.
A further area is Western Tanganyika, although its significance
has only recently been discovered. From Lake Victoria in the
north down to the extreme south of the Protectorate there is a
considerable known wealth of wolfram, tin, lead, gold, diamonds.
In thirty years’ time we may be surprised at what that region holds.
It has an area of approximately sixty thousand square miles, with
a plateau of up to six thousand feet (and is therefore ideally suitable
for the white man). It is well-watered country, promising as an
agricultural area, and can grow crops from coffee to wheat. Perhaps
most important of all, it is free from the dreaded tsetse fly, enabling
a cattle-raising industry to flourish there.
It is important, however, to be clear as to where state action
begins and ends, as the function o f dynamic, creative government.
Clearly, it must be responsible for laying down communications,
for building towns and ports, for irrigating the country, for installing
hydro-electric power. Certainly all these tasks will provide great
markets for European industry for some time to come.
They are tasks for which private enterprise cannot be responsible.
The latter must take over after that point, in industry. Individuals
and companies must prospect for minerals, extract them from the
ground, process them into modern forms of wealth. That is the
healthy initiative that is needed in Africa, always provided that
the state keeps the ring for the producer, and machinery exists
to ensure good wages and conditions for the worker.
Yet the state has other functions, in agriculture and in preserving
the natural amenities. The conservation of watersheds, the pre
servation and extension o f shelter-belts and forests, the vigorous
fight against soil erosion, must be undertaken by government.
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It should also establish research stations, on which pilot schemes
for different methods o f growing food can be tested.
Instead of rushing in with vast cropping schedules, as Labour
did with the groundnut scheme, government should encourage
private enterprise to grow food and assist it with various services.
There remain the eradication of pests like the tsetse fly, the drainage
o f swamps, the diversion of rivers, the preventing of floods — all
these tasks belong to state action, or most of them.
Thereafter, in agriculture, the field should be open to the private
farmer, on whose shoulders rests the question whether Africa
shall become a great estate and source of foodstuff's. The field
is a vast one, and there is plenty of room for diversity.
Africa is an enormous continent. It has a total land area of
eleven million, two hundred thousand square miles. Of these,
two million are forest-lands, four million, four hundred and six
thousand are desert or bush, and four million, seven hundred and
thirty six thousand are grasslands.
The grasslands vary from the fertile mountain grass to various
types o f savannas, which cross Africa in great belts. They are
largely undulating types of country, covered with tall grass and
sparse trees. They are not rich in humus, but given care and
protection their production can be high.
Tanganyika has nearly three hundred and forty thousand square
miles o f these grasslands, the Rhodesias four hundred and forty
thousand square miles, Angola about four hundred thousand square
-miles. In addition to its white highlands, Kenya could be made
far more productive with irrigation : it is the opinion o f recent
editions of the Encyclopaedia Britannica that the northern half of
the Colony, which is now very arid, could become very fertile
given an adequate water supply.
The savannas are immense spaces, and ultimately should feed
millions of people. Those of Angola are some of the most promising,
being unusually well watered and capable of bearing crops from
sugar and tropical fruits to wheat.
Y et sound methods are essential if these great spaces are not to
be ruined by crop-raiding methods such as were practised at
Kongwa. One o f the fatal mistakes of the groundnut scheme was
to strip the soil o f all protective growth, leaving it exposed to the
fierce sun, while growing only a short-season crop like the ground
nut. The result was that the soil became either dust or concrete,
a certain sign o f deterioration.

B
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Protective methods must be taken to ensure that East Africa
does not produce dust-bowls instead o f food. Much o f the land
may have to remain under cattle — though the grasses can be
greatly improved — with crops grown in sheltered positions.
Forestry shelter-belts should be extended everywhere, to shield the
soil against sun and wind. Contour-ploughing and terracing on
slopes undoubtedly will be o f the greatest importance : the type
of terracing used in northern Italy may yet come to be a universal
pattern in hilly parts of Africa.
Hand in hand with this husbandry of the highest type must go
irrigation — yet again this calls for extensive forestry schemes, for
trees tend to reduce evaporation. Africa may have to become
tree conscious — or perish. Yet it is not beyond the bounds of
human endeavour to develop Africa by means o f the tree and the
irrigation channel, with more emphasis, perhaps, on a garden or
an orchard form of husbandry than on the “ prairie ” cultivation
of the American and Canadian types.
The styles of farming, however, must be left to those who cultivate
the soil. It is no function of sound government to impose a horde
of bureaucrats on the producer, restricting him and driving him
into blunders such as the ill-fated groundnut scheme. But it is
the work of the creative new form of state to take the lead in
opening up a new continent, employing a youthful Labour Service
to build roads, ports, towns, to dam lakes for irrigation and rivers
for hydro-electric projects, to plant forests in the service of agri
culture, to prepare the way for the many farmers and industrial
workers who will follow and transform the face of Africa.
Men will be accounted great who leave behind them smiling
gardens and thriving industries where to-day there is nothing but
primitive space.
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CULTURE AND DIPLOMACY
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
by WILLIAM WEBB

I

N AN AGE of undynamic makeshift one of the least dynamic
institutions is the British Foreign Service, which, since the
tragic acquiescence at Yalta and Potsdam, seems to do nothing
but passively wait, while situations are exacerbated by an infuriating
apathy. This apathy, the antithesis of dynamism, is particularly
characteristic of British diplomacy in the Middle E a s t: a region
frequently hailed by newspaper men as “ vital,” “ strategic ” and,
to use an American compound of ominous import, “ oil-rich
The apathy, the attitude of waiting till awkward personalities
die or fall from power, while economies deteriorate and the enemy
flourishes, is not confined to the Foreign Service. The palsy
also grips the British Council, not officially affiliated to the Foreign
Office, b ut tied closely enough to it to be regarded as an ancillary
service. Indeed, there seems to be no valid reason why the British
Council should not be ancillary to the Foreign Office. If its purpose
is to promote goodwill for Britain and to acquaint foreigners with
“ our way o f life,” then surely this organisation is intended to
perform a function of diplomacy ; a function once performed
by great envoys in their own persons, before the days when the
envoy had to be a self-effacing non-entity at the end of a telegraph
line, and before it was necessary to communicate with the “ mass
o f the people ” ; in the past it was sufficient for princes to know
princes.
In this question o f the affiliations o f the British Council there is
primary evidence o f the lack o f dynamism with which we are
concerned : evidence o f the absence o f anything positive. There
being nothing precise about the Council’s relationship with the
Foreign Office, the Middle Easterner is left to speculate on what
the Council’s actual status is. Naturally suspicions abound ;
because o f the contemporary, official British tendency never to
explain or commit itself, as if courage to do so were lacking.
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Believing the British still to possess some o f that diplomatic
drive they had in the days before the imperial mandate departed,
in the days, for example, of Stratford de Redcliffe and Curzon,
the foreigner may well suppose that behind this camouflage of the
British Council as a non-diplomatic and non-propaganda organisa
tion, some great and subtle imperial design must be lurking. To
the perplexed and distrustful foreigner our negatives may often
add up to a positive. If the Council is not a cultural branch of the
Embassy, then why not a nest of spies ?
Tragically, the British seem incapable o f seeing themselves as
others see them. They cannot expect the Middle Easterner, over
whelmed by a wealth of legend and association connected with the
English, to realise that the British Council is in fact a pleasant
refuge for unsuccessful writers, uncreative aesthetes and school
masters who prefer living abroad. The British cannot expect the
foreigner to be aware that the type of man in the Council is rarely
of the stuff of which “ agents ” are made. The kind of man in
the Council would only be employed by the maddest of intelligence
services. He seldom hob-nobs, anyway, with the people who
would be of much use to an agent. We know this : the Arab
or Persian does not.
While it is unfair to accuse these Council men o f being govern
ment agents, unwitting communist agents they undoubtedly often
are. It is on British Council premises in efficient police states
that students are often freer than elsewhere to discuss revolution
on Marxist-Leninist principles. This may be regarded as a facet
of the Council’s extension of British “ tolerance” . It is pro
fessedly part of the British “ way of life ” to let people discuss
whatever they like in their clubs and meeting places. Therefore,
if the frustrated Middle East student is to be properly introduced
to this way of life, he must be made to feel at his ease in British
Council Institutes. And, by Jove, feel at his ease he does 1
If one or two young hotheads (the exuberance of youth, you
know, so adequately taken care o f in our public schools), want to
talk about “ imperialist ” infamies and to blacklist the “ pashas,”
it is to the British Institute’s garden or lounge (replicas o f the playing
fields of Eton ?) that they go.
This may be a good thing. Certainly it saves the Russians a
lot of trouble. But, see Lenscowski’s Russia and the West in Iran,
for news about how the British lent their allies shop-windows in
Teheran during the war for displays of Soviet propaganda pictures.
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It also gives the local Russian agents superb cover : peculiarly
gratifying to a power that for preference extends its baneful influence
through local, non-revolutionary, ostensibly non-communist organ
isations. It is doubtful, however, whether it is on such a dangerous
form ■o f altruism that the British tax-payer wants even a small
percentage of his taxes to be spent.
It may be assumed that to be a cover for communist activities
is not one of the aims of the British Council. If it is, then in the
interests of the dynamic approach, let us be honest and declare
that it is government policy to maintain organisations abroad that
afford facilities for potential bomb throwers to gather and plan
sedition ; declaring at the same time that the British Council
is a limb of our foreign policy, designed to spread our own peculiar
brand o f tolerance of anything and everything into those regions
as yet without the light o f Popular Democracy.
“ A limb of our foreign policy ” — but what is our foreign
policy ?
Leaving for a moment the British Council, let us consider the
British diplomat of these days, irritated by Treasury cuts in his
allowances, tramelled by the increasing pile of regulations, visited
by auditors seeking to discover how much tooth-paste a year he
uses. Would that just a little o f the old glamour had been le f t!
Now there seems only to be room for what is described as “ the
average man,” and no glamour at all.
However, while it may legitimately be contended that the glamour
formerly attaching to diplomacy had some importance, it was
nevertheless extraneous : there were concomitant policies as well.
W hat is alarming in our time is the apparent absence of policy.
It is as if we had not decided what to be. Are we still an imperial
power ? Our General Staff is still termed the Imperial General
Staff and we still have colonies — in the news these days. Are
we with the United States in their all-out drive against communism,
or not ? If not, we have certainly not yet succeeded in hitching
ourselves into the position o f balance holders between the reds
and the blues ; which is, perhaps, a pity, if only because many
in the Middle East, who would fain admire us, would like to see us
the arbiters between the two extremes.
Arbiters we certainly no longer are. In Iran it is the Americans
who have been the referees. A comparison between the United
States’ policy abroad and the British is, like most revealing com
parisons, odious. The United States has a policy, which is quite
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definitely to fight communism, to fight the slightest suspicion of it
and to root out the slightest possibility of it. Here we are not going
to discuss our friends’ mistakes in carrying out this policy : we
are only going to compliment them on having a policy at all. As
to the role o f cultural agencies in diplomacy, there is no doubt
about the status of United States Information Service Agencies :
their officials drive about in cars marked “ C.D.” .
In the operation of the American anti-communist policy (as well
as being a policy, no doubt, of commercial expansion), the United
States Government aims at getting into people’s hearts before
others can. This is dynamic ; and when the cultural side is told
to encourage Arab students to go and study in American Colleges,
it goes all-out to do so.
If you are an Egyptian or a Syrian and you want to study abroad,
there are two courses open to you. You can visit the local British
Council Office. The official there will probably treat you to an
exhibition of the celebrated English phlegm. In view of the present
overcrowding of British Universities, it is unlikely, etc., etc. How
explicit he will be in explaining, dynamically explaining, the position
is another matter. Misunderstanding could be averted and
admiration of our institutions increased were the explanation given
that the British want to maintain centuries-old academic standards
and, much as they would like to extend greater hospitality to
students of their language and culture, at the moment it is to be
regretted that the gates are extremely narrow. Unfortunately, the
reply recently given to a class of foreign students anxious to study
in England is all too typical. They were told : “ It’s ’no good,
unless you know perfect English we don’t want y o u ” . This is
all very w ell; but how few o f the most learned foreign students
in British Universities have ever claimed to know “ perfect
English ” — whatever that may be — and how few people are going
to enquire sufficiently into the reasons for this extraordinarily
enigmatic remark to discover that it was not perhaps so unkind,
ungracious, nor so hostile as it sounded ?
The foreign student can also visit the local United States In
formation Service Bureau. There he will be given forms to fill
in and will probably hear a long-winded but useful homily on life
on the campuses of the States. He will certainly be offered every
form of practical guidance. But, what is more important, he will
be looked at. (Why cannot the modern British official look at
people ?) He will be talked to as if he were not only a human
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being but, for the moment, the most important human being in
the world.
From the British Council buildings the chances are that the
student will emerge feeling that “ they ” did not really care very
much. From the USIS he will reach the streets of his native city
feeling a few inches bigger, after contact with earnest men who
knew what he wanted — and seemed genuinely concerned about
his getting it — and who knew what they wanted, too. It is perhaps
this that makes all the difference.
British and American officials in the Middle East provide an
interesting contrast in attitudes. The Americans are, however,
often apparently inhibited in the presence of the British. At a
reception where both are represented, the Americans seem almost
afraid to exhibit that well-known fervour of theirs on meeting
strangers. Warily they greet an Arab with the usual, “ love me,
trust me ” hand-shake, darting a glance at some young British
provincial across the room, as much as to say, “ Am I being too
American
The British attitude, on the other hand, is undoubtedly dictated
by the fact that they must never get too close to foreigners. This
is not because they have anything against them (the British have
nothing against anybody); but because there is the risk of
becoming too emotionally involved.
This is the phrase : too emotionally involved. This and the lack
o f driving force just about sum up the situation of the British
official abroad these days.
Yet abroad he is, and often in countries where gesture means
much more than in crowded places like the Island. The import
ance o f the gesture, polite or rude, dies hard in deserts and in
countries where spaces predominate and men are few. The British
official who crosses his legs, lolls and shows the soles of his feet
in the office of an Arab Minister may not be liked and will certainly,
if he possesses no compensating qualities, be considered rude.
As it is rare these days for the unfortunate British official to have
the kind o f message, or the kind of charm, that could impress his
audience to the exclusion o f all else, there is nothing left to note
about him but the clumsiness o f his manners. The British official’s
apathy offends mortally. As a Persian once remarked, if only
the British kicked us, we should like that better than simply being
ignored. The British official’s manners often win derision from
the nimble-witted people o f other lands. His mission seems
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moribund, while his presence often serves only as the exasperating
reminder of ancient wrongs. Mullah Kashani cannot, it seems,
stand the British official at any price. Mossadegh used to weep.
In that story the British just waited — like Asquith. Mossadegh
fe ll; but what price the wait ?
Yet culturally Britain has got something to offer still : our
“ sweet English tongue ” remains. Whatever our lapses in the
political field, there is still eager interest in our language and
culture. The effect of the errors of ignorance, or just thoughtless
ness, on the part of our diplomats, and the not uncommon mis
understanding of the exact nature of foreign situations and foreign
tempers on the part of our Under Secretaries, could be palliated
by sturdy efforts by our cultural representatives, the successors
of Lord Lloyd.
Courageous spirits in the British Council could undo some of
the damage done by the lolling, apathetic “ dip ” . This is not to
advocate the abolition of the British C ouncil; but to demand
its improvement and strengthening. It must have money. It
must be honest and ruthless with itself. Meanwhile, after the
tonic of self-criticism, it must spend the pittance at present allowed
it more effectively than it does. Liveliness can do a great deal to
conceal poverty. The Council must come to life.
For example, one of the British Council’s most valuable functions
abroad is the teaching of the English language. British Council
courses in English are not only popular but sought after by the
increasing number of foreigners who need this language to get
on in life. These classes are, however, restricted by inadequate
class-room accommodation and insufficient teachers. While money
is spent on fancy officers to do vaguely representational duties —
but without enough in expense allowances to discharge them
effectively (they get far less entertainment allowance than the
average commercial traveller), a heavily demanded English class
cannot be opened because of shortage of space and funds.
While a small man-of-war carries n o . accountant officer for
several hundred men, the British Council can afford an accountant
for an organisation of six or seven people. Better ruthlessly to
cut down unnecessary overheads and streamline the organisation
into a teaching institution with a well-equipped library.
The libraries are, it must be admitted, generally good. The
teaching officers of the Council, say two out of five making up the
total complement in one place, are, so to speak, justified because,
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when asked what they do, they can legitimately reply that they
teach. W hat about the rest ? They represent. They do not
represent anything so specific as tea or a brand of mustard. They
represent a culture ; a way of life. Generally, they neither profess
in nor teach a branch of that culture. How do they represent it ?
The answer to this question may be indicated by another question
so often asked, not least by English people, “ What is the British
Council ?” ; and by the blank look so often noticed when someone
is mentioned as being in the Council, followed by the remark,
“ Oh you mean the Consul ”. No, we do not mean the Consul
(and Consuls are not what they once were, either), and unfortunately
we do not mean distinguished writers or renowned students. We
mean nice men with nice jobs. They are not excessively well paid,
but there is a rent-free house thrown in and a rather skimped
provision o f transport. No wonder recruitment for the Anglican
Church, former refuge for younger sons, has fallen off sufficiently
to cause alarm ! But there is no room for this kind of thing, nor
is there time, in a world like ours where fangs are bared on all
sides.
N or can the British afford an organisation that keeps two or
three pleasant but useless people in foreign capitals, who have to
be “ strengthened ” from time to time by other, slightly better
known, therefore more expensive, mediocrities, sent out by plane
(or by ship, if preferred) at the British tax-payer’s expense to utter
a couple of lectures that might be given as competently by British
persons already on the sp o t The arrival of the one or two “ celeb
rities ” which a hard-hearted Treasury allows the British Council
each season, is quite ominous. They give lectures in which, too
conceited in their ignorance to enquire about local prejudices or
feelings, they almost invariably manage gravely to offend a large
percentage of their foreign audience ; generally in the opening
words ! Bureaucracy being what it is, the local Council officers
cannot be held entirely to blame for some o f the monstrosities sent
to them by London as “ guest artists
There must be many a
Council officer who has suffered great embarrassment at the in
discretions of some elderly book-reviewer, some second-rate in
terpreter of Shakespeare, some artless propagandist for the British
way o f life. There is no need for this state o f affairs to exist. There
is no reason except cowardice, or possibly apathy, even in this age
of the ubiquitous telegraph line, why the man on the spot should
not tell London that he would prefer to draw on local talent for
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his lecturers, rather than receive people whose behaviour confuses
and often vexes well disposed audiences. Surely it is not part o f
our policy to send a man to an Arab country to tell his audience
that the B.B.C. broadcasts in forty-odd languages, one of which
is Hebrew and another Arabic, in that order. Why be so gauche ?
The attitude of the man on the spot, that he is only “ a postoffice,” a cypher between the foreign and “ home ” authorities,
is not dynamic : it is pusillanimous — if it is true and not just a
pretence.
If the Representative who maintains he is only a cypher is not
lying, then a silly state of affairs is proved. We are asked to
believe that a man, experienced enough to hold a quasi-diplomatic
post, cannot tender advice on such matters as the choice o f suitable
British lecturers for the country to which he has been appointed
and if this is true, how absurd it is.
There is evidence, however, that this subservience to London
is not only true of the Council Representative, but also true, alas,
to a large measure, of the Ambassador himself. W hat a muddle
must exist somewhere in these exalted spheres into which we have
dared to peep !
Take the Foreign Office : there is evidence th at reports reaching
England from some Middle East countries (“ strategic,” “ vital,”
“ oil-rich ”) do not give a true picture o f the situation. Above,
it has been postulated that the man on the spot is not taken much
notice of by the man at the desk in London. From this emerged
the ghastly surmise that inaccurate reports are hastily scanned in
London before decisions, often apparently diametrically opposed
to what the realities require, are promulgated. Muddle seems
too inexpressive a word for the inordinate confusion such a state
of affairs implies.
In the circumstances the man on the spot, the official in Khartoum
or Cairo, deserves some sympathy. The sympathy he gets is,
however, limited by the fact that it is high time he began to battle,
tooth and claw, against the evils of the situation. Courageous
spirits representing us abroad should not allow themselves to behave
as if it were their business to imitate as closely as possible blackcoated civil servants in Carlton House Terrace. Let vigorous
despatches begin to bombard that beautiful row o f buildings and
let our countrymen stop all pretence of being just plain British
“ officials ” (with dubious county associations and hunting pink).
Let them take off their jackets, roll up their sleeves — and the
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map if necessary, too — and start work. Let them begin to work
as their American colleagues do, whose office lights are on at mid
night. Or as those viewless fingers work behind the dark facades
of Russian Embassies ; few enough officials of this bureaucracy
are seen at cocktail parties, at shoots ; yet even the British
Foreign Service and its ancillaries cannot ignore the enemy out
of existence. The enemy continues his dynamic acts, quite
oblivious of the Foreign Office’s efforts to manoeuvre him to the
receiving end o f Bishop Berkeley’s theory of contingent existences.

THE COLOUR BAR
by GEOFFREY VERNON

I

S IT IMPOSSIBLE to discuss the question of colour without
arousing violent passions which cloud the issues ? Must the
vocabulary o f the defenders of a colour bar be restricted to that
objectionable word “ nigger,” prefaced by a variety of adjectives
all equally unpleasant — and that o f their opponents to a few
adulatory phrases designed to portray the coloured peoples as
paragons o f all the virtues ? It is essential to avoid common
abuse on the one hand and sickly sentiment on the other and to
confine ourselves to the facts.
Until recent years no city or town in Britain, except certain sea
ports, had any substantial coloured population ; the few thousand
coloured students or businessmen to be found here made little or
no social impact. To-day there are over eighty thousand coloured
people resident in Britain, and the weekly rate of new arrivals
indicates that the total will soon exceed one hundred thousand.
Such an influx has disturbed public opinion, which has expressed
itself in a spate o f newspaper articles — and in at least one outbreak
of racial rioting.
The majority o f the recent arrivals have come from the West
Indies and most of the remainder from West Africa, Many of
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them are undoubtedly men and women of excellent character, but
the News Chronicle recently quoted the Dangerous Drugs D epart
ment of the Home Office as reporting that ninety per cent o f the
persons convicted of drug trafficking during the past three years
have been coloured men from British colonies. According to
Scotland Yard eighty per cent of the men charged during the same
period with living on immoral earnings were coloured.
These are startling figures, and appear to support the contention
of the racial extremists that the coloured peoples are inherently
inferior to the white races. But there is a simpler explanation.
The Colonial Office has reported that only twenty out o f every
hundred coloured immigrants succeed in finding employment. The
remainder find life dull and grim, even in the Welfare State, and are
willing recruits to the underworld. If this is the position to-day
with full employment and comparative prosperity, w hat would it
be if the slump conditions of the pre-war years were to return to
Britain ? A vast coloured army would be standing ready to
attack the hard-won standards o f the white workers, under-cutting
them in the labour market — or resorting to crime where work
was unobtainable.
This threat to employment and to public law and order presents
a grave social problem ; more serious is that o f the increasing
number of marriages between white and coloured people. Those
who approve of such marriages completely miss the point of the
objections of those of us who disapprove. We do not claim white
superiority ; we merely assert that the peoples o f Britain and o f
the West Indies (or West Africa) are so fundamentally different
in ideas, habits and culture that an admixture o f the two is often
disastrous. We reply with an emphatic yes to the coloured lady
who asked in the Daily Express of 12th October :—
Would it matter if the British race gets a slightly brown tinge
in a few generations ?
We sympathise with the unfortunate children o f these mixed
marriages, whose “ slightly brown tinge ” debars them from free
intercourse with either white or coloured children and, all too often,
makes them the butt of the cruel jests o f both races.
A serious social problem arising from mass coloured immigration
is the housing problem. Tens o f thousands o f white men and
women in London alone are in desperate need of accommodation.
As they exist in “ furnished rooms,” or begin their married lives
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in the homes of parents or in-laws, they regard with alarm the
spectacle of coloured landlords buying property for conversion into
flats for coloured tenants. -Their indignation is increased when
they learn that in many instances the exorbitant rents o f these
flats are subsidised by public assistance grants — at the expense of
the taxpayer.
Are not these social problems sufficiently grave to warrant an
immediate ban on any further coloured immigration (always with
the exception of coloured students on courses in this country) ;
and should there not be deportation of coloured men and women
who have been convicted of serious crimes ? (Such action is, of
course, impossible under the existing laws, under which coloured
people who are British subjects may enter in unlimited numbers
and are not eligible for deportation. All the British dominions
reserve the right to limit immigration and to deport undesirable
British subjects ; there is a powerful case for granting Britain
“ dominion status ” .)
What are the objections to an amendment of the law and the
introduction of such measures ? They are usually voiced by the
Churches, who denounce any discrimination between white and
coloured peoples, insisting that all are equal in the sight of God.
Such objections deserve careful analysis, with exact definition of
such terms as “ equality ” and “ discrimination
It is possible
to concede to the Churches their claim that every man is “ equal ”
in the sight o f God, inasmuch as he is endowed with a soul. But
the inequalities of mental and physical talents, ideas, habits and
customs are glaringly obvious. To “ discriminate” against the
coloured peoples by an insistance that the white races are in every
respect superior would be as unfair as it is absurd ; to “ dis
criminate ” by recognising racial differences while devising a system
which is fair to all is realistically to accept the obvious.
How can social justice be secured for the white and coloured
peoples, and the opinions of the Churches be respected ? To
answer that question we ask another : why do thousands of coloured
people wish to leave the West Indies and Africa in order to come to
Britain 7 The answer has been given by West Indian spokesmen
themselves. The M ayor and Aldermen of Lambeth invited repre
sentatives of coloured organisations to meet them at the town
hall on 27th September. A coloured speaker said :—
We have to produce all that sugar sweating in the sun at seventyeight degrees for ten hours a day, with a working year o f only
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five months. The average wage is one pound a week. There
is no dole, no old-age pension, no National Assistance. In
St. Vincent there are seventy-five per cent unemployed. They
have no means of getting work, no means of living at all. They
are dying of hunger.
The London Evening News of 6th October quoted a coloured lady,
Mrs. Evadre Dixon, as saying :—
___ Britain has stopped buying (tobacco). You used to buy
our citrus fruit, our main crop. Now you buy from Africa.
If you don’t take our bananas and our tobacco you got to take
our people. If you won’t take our people, then give up Jamaica
entirely. There are plenty of other countries would be glad to
have Jamaica.
Another speaker at the Lambeth town hall conference had said :—
If conditions in Jamaica were better we would prefer to be back
home.
It is a tragedy that those who support unrestricted coloured
immigration are so blinded by their crocodile tears that they cannot
see such facts as these. If they would allow themselves to see
clearly they would realise that the solution to the colour problem
begins overseas. Let every encouragement be given to West
Indian agriculture, providing full employment for the native
population and a guaranteed market for their produce at a price
which will ensure a living wage. (In Africa the problem is rather
more complex, outside the scope o f this article, and has in any
case been dealt with in an earlier issue o f The European. Briefly,
the coloured people should be given their own areas, where they
could live their own lives without white interference.) When we
have given the coloured peoples social justice in their own lands we
may with a clear conscience point out to them that there is no longer
any necessity for them to come in search o f it to our overcrowded
country, with its acute housing problem and an economic crisis
always threatening. The proposals are outlined above — restrict
ions upon further coloured immigration and the deportation of
undesirable coloured persons already here. A refusal to face the
facts will lead to grave social evils and an intensification o f the
colour bar in its most vicious forms. Resolute action can solve
the problem, bringing security to the white population which feels
its position threatened, and a new sense o f dignity and freedom to
the coloured peoples.
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THE SILENCE OF
NORMAN DOUGLAS
by ALAN NEAME
ORM AN DOUGLAS died a myth. The force and fascination
o f his character have since set off a chain reaction of memoirs
in which his acquaintances pay their tribute, following on the string
of novels through which, thinly disguised or heavily travestied, he
had already passed into fiction. Such diversity, so many Douglases
and N o rm an s; a hard-hitting, warm-hearted dutch uncle to Nancy
Cunard, a close-fisted, pontificating mountebank to D. H. Lawrence,
a sly fraud to Richard Aldington ; to Harold Acton a benevolent
Olympian, to those who looked after him in his last years a wineloving old crotchetpot. N ot to overlook the Sunday reviewers
with their insistance on Douglas’s “ greekness of mind,” or the
black names of bogey, atheist, pacifist, iconoclast, hedonist and
crank hurled from time to time by champions of public order.
Douglas was a reticent man and rarely bothered to answer them
back, so there does not seem much point in going into all that
again : what he said and they wrote ; what he wrote and they said ;
what he did and they would have done if he had not been safely out
o f their reach in an island in the Bay of Naples. And it is too late
now to go to Capri and verify or explode these various Normans
and Douglases for ourselves. Even were he still to be found
sunning himself in a corner of the piazza, we should probably, as
we approached, hear only the incisive w o rd s: “ I’m off!”, see
only the briskly retreating back of him as he escaped from one
more tiresome intruder.
But he has left hostages in his works. We may not be able to
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waylay him as he goes up to the wine tavern, but he cannot escape
us in the public libraries. There is something ironic here ; he
kept himself to him self; he published his own books and sold
them to a private m ark e t; he had the public on toast for years
with rumours of delicious unattainable editions ; now we have
him on toast for ever. In a raincoat pocket or a string bag he lies
at our mercy ; there is no saying : “ I’m off !” now. But “ elfish ”
was a great word with Douglas ; we should certainly put Miss
Cunard’s book* in our pocket too, for she has caught a very
personal note : Douglas in high fettle, Douglas in the doldrums,
Douglas being kind and consoling ; in sum Douglas in relationship
to a remarkable woman — a myth too in her way.
Miss Cunard gives us bright perspectives o f Douglas in Florence,
on Capri, in London — portrait and cine snaps o f a friend and a
friendship. The Tunisian idyll and the farcical yam o f car wreck
in the tidal lagoon o f the Chott, how the water rose and rose over
ankles, calves, knees, are all the richer.for having Douglas observed
and not observer. But the conversations that she and the other
contributors record seem curiously unrevealing. By all accounts
Douglas was an excellent table-talker, but it never emerges what
he was talking about. There are quips and waggeries and catchphrases ; there is plenty of talk about drink, so much so in fact
that Kenneth Macpherson’s memoir reads like the last days o f one
of the Persian wine poets : “ Wish I could put it down to drink ”
the sage would say when his attacks of giddiness came on. But
the overall impression is of small-talk designed to keep people
at safe distance rather than to lead them on to intimacy. Douglas’s
small-talk, as we have it, seems to have been an unim portant by
product of his methodical approach to life, and the essayists by
perpetuating his trivial remarks have given them an undue im port
ance and have run the risk of attaching triviality to the man. In
Grand Man we see Douglas relaxed and off duty, very little o f him
at work. We are told what time he went into his study and we are
told what time he came out, but for what went on inside we must
go, somewhat cautiously, to Douglas himself.
After reading him intensively for some weeks, the impression
I form is that Douglas was first and foremost a scientist, a m an o f
great patience and industry to observe and record, b u t only
accidentally a man of letters. He had the self-effacing politeness
of the naturalist, to watch the creatures without interrupting them.

* G rand

M an,

Seeker and Warburg, 25s.
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Perhaps this explains the triviality o f the talk : that his mind was
really rapt in the meditative silence of the man o f science. Was
communication with those whose pre-occupations were exclusively
literary possible for him only on the vapid levels o f goodchapmanship ? Was this why D. H. Lawrence represented him as baffling
and unsympathetic ?
A certain dry dignity pervades his writings, a dignity that springs
from vast knowledge of facts accumulated and verified by himself,
a dignity that in other scientists might amount to sternness. But
it never amounts to sternness in Douglas, for every now and then
the cloak o f science is waved wildly in the air : a hen must be
caught for the Signora’s luncheon. “ An hour or so having elapsed,
the hen is seen, a speck on the horizon, flying down the mountain
in a straight line, pressed hard by an undaunted knot o f pursuers.
Sant’ Antonio ! It is going in the water like last year ! ” Or
Nancy wants material for her negro anthology : the Wallawapuplas,
otherwise “ the festive ones,” who live on the shores of Lake
W yam i: “ I lived with them,” he mendaciously tells her, “ for
four years and seven months and experienced nothing but kindness
from young and old ; their reputation for cruelty is much
exaggerated. Though they file their teeth and smear their faces
with white chalk like other cannibals, they devour only children,
and them only on the ‘ festive ’ day — the first Monday o f every
month. They have also certain polite aspirations ; those singing
contests, I mean, which are held on the same occasions.” Hilarious
enough, this hen catching and anthropologising, but scarcely a
hair’s breadth removed from the way things may happen : humour
from close observation of hen catchers, satire from close observation
of anthropologists, a scientistic hilarity to be envied.
While we are still on the subject, there is also this
‘ Thus it was ascertained by the United States Commission that
the legs o f the sailors employed in the late war were longer by
0.217 of an inch than those of the soldiers, while the sailors were
on an average shorter men ; whilst their arms were shorter by
1.09 o f an inch, and therefore, out o f proportion, shorter in
relationship to their lesser height. This shortness of the arms
is apparently due to their greater use, and is an unexpected
re s u lt: but sailors chiefly use their arms in pulling, and not
in supporting weights. With sailors, the girth of the neck and
the depth of the chest, waist, and hips is less, than in soldiers.’
F o r peculiarity o f subject matter, for an erudition familiar with so
c
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unlikely a source of information, for such precision in setting down
this improbable material, who else could be responsible but
Douglas ? We may not be sure whether to take it seriously or
not, especially after the preposterous claim : “ Have you ever
undressed a gypsy ? I have. Perfectly clean.” We may not
know whether to place it in the earlier scientific works, of the period
of the Report on the Pumice Stone Industry o f the Lipari Islands
and the essay On the Darwinian Hypothesis o f Sexual Selection, or
among the hilarities of baby-eating and singing contests in A Letter
about Arusha ; but its general attribution we should not doubt
for a minute.
It so happens that whichever period we opted for,
we should be wrong. The passage is not by Norman Douglas
at all. It is an extract from Charles Darwin’s The Descent o f Man.
This is Norman Douglas’s intellectual paternity.
If it served any useful purpose to label a man, Douglas should be
labelled Darwinian. His hunger for amassing information at first
hand ; his respect for things as he found them ; his impatience
with “ meddlers,” do-gooders and all those dominated by pre
conceived ideas of how things ought to be ; his devoted researches ;
his cataloguing, whether o f lizards o r o f love filtres ; his conscient
ious prose ; his empirical attitude to life ; his scorn for meta
physics ; his refusal to bow to fetiches or to be bound by
taboos; his scholar’s integrity, frankness, boldness ; these qualities
place him in the tradition of experimental scientists that stretches
back to the “ physical" philosophers of Greece with whom he
shared his love of wine, of love, of the lively fertile world.
Where do we find the concentrate of this urbane discarder of
the follies of his age ? N ot in the scientific papers themselves,
The Avifauna, The Beaver in Norway, and the r e s t; though we
may wonder at The Herpetology with its respectful observations
o f the reptile order, its strange, sympathetic descriptions o f the
vipers who allow their young “ to retreat into their mouth when
alarmed by sudden danger,” and the frog that displayed maternal
affection for its spawn. Was this early choice of reptiles for a
subject an unconscious (or conscious) tribute to the dark spirits
of the earth that claimed the veneration of man before the advent
of metaphysical religion, the snake gods of the happy-go-lucky
Minoan world, to which Douglas in a certain sense belonged ?
N or in the chunky essays o f literary criticism, though his admira
tion for the two oriental pilgrims, Doughty and Isabelle Eberhardt,
taken with his dislike of London and the English countryside —
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“ like being shut up in the middle of a wet salad ” — and his feeling
for oasis and desert (Fountains in the Sand), tell us something subtle
enough of the polarity of his nature, something of how the despised
Near Eastern tensions between the Desert and the Sown are now
invading the consciousness of our own hitherto confident civilisa
tion. Miss Cunard says that his writings on Arab life are no more
“ romanticised ” than, just as scientific as, his writings on other
themes, but she makes no comment on the generalisation :—
‘ There are no false notes in Mohammedanism, no patches.
It simplifies our existence, and scorns its calamities. Above
all, you have the joy of finding yourself among real men. This
religion has not sapped our self-respect.’
as ag ain st:—
‘ Christians are only an anaemic variety of Jews.’
Here she sees no heightened emotional coloration, no partisanship.
How much more sympathetic is his description of Isabelle Eberhardt who found in Islam what little peace she ever was to find,
than the far better documented life by Lesley Blanch in The Wilder
Shores o f Love. Douglas writes o f her as though he knew her,
this tortured, illusive slip of a Russian vagabond — strange insight
for a man so seemingly pragmatic. How is it that Douglas, who
had so little “ nonsense ” about him, could show so much greater
intuitive understanding of the mystical, sluttish deracinie, than
her definitive biographer with the vagaries of half a dozen arabised
ladies a t her fingertips ? Was Douglas, too, under the spell of
“ the hot shadow o f Islam ” a little ?
His short stories are unrewarding. They have cruel, fantastic
plots. They derive their inspiration from Edgar Allan Poe, whom
he admired, but utterly lack that madness with which Poe raised
his horrors into poetry. Douglas’s plots are extravagant; the
tones harsh. Even Nerinda, commended by Sir Henry Maudsley,
the alienist, for its treatment of “ paramorphic insanity ’’ (from
which G od save us), has a displeasing whiff of professorial fantasy
about it, a callous improbability in the choice of a love object —
a volcanised girl displayed in the archaeological museum at
Pompeii. Which leads to the reflection that though the scientific
or professorial mind is often devoid o f imagination, it is all too
often prone to fantasy. The truly creative artist uses imagination
as a mode of vision, as a lens by means o f which he re-arranges
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and heightens the effects of the world of experience ; whereas
the documenting, cataloguing mind tends to exploit imagination
as an escape from the laboratory and the card index to erect a
structure that never was on land or sea. Douglas’s novels, They
Went and In the Beginning, show the same fantasy (and flaw).
Even South Wind, for all its grace and topographical excellence,
turns about a fantastic proposition : “ N o plot ? Nonsense !
The plot is how to make murder palatable to a Bishop.”
N ot that we should wish to dismiss South Wind so summarily,
for all that we have ridden Douglas’s Darwinian hobby-horses
of irreligion and amorality a good deal farther and faster than he
or anyone else might have supposed possible through the inter
vening forty years since publication date. Though his propositions
may have ceased to shock us or thrill us, the characterisation
remains as fresh as in 1917. Mr. Keith the philosopher so worldlywise, Mr. Eames the reclusive scholar, Count Caloveglio the cultiv
ated antiquarian, Mrs. Wilberforce who throws off her clothes as
regularly as she drinks too much ; these have a life of their own
still. And that is not altogether surprising, for on closer inspection
we find that the three masculine characters at least are all different
Norman Douglases : Douglas benevolent Olympian and dutch
uncle, Douglas compiler o f the immense work Capri — Materials
for Description o f the Island, Douglas connoisseur o f antique form
and the wine feast under fig trees. O ut o f one living author it is
no unskilful craftsman that can fashion three living characters.
But would it be unfair to say that when not creating figures of
fantasy, Douglas, through a defect in imagination, must draw,
not all his characters, but all his living characters from himself ?
Yet when a man divides himself into three persons, he cannot
fail to reveal something of himself, however reluctant he may be
by nature to force or bestow confidences. Into the mouth of the
connoisseur of life Douglas puts what are certainly the most
memorable words of this very adult novel, if not the most remarkably
true of the many words he wrote. Count Caloveglia reflects on
our tim es:—
' Men have lost their frankness, their self-assurance.’
‘ Whoever yields must be confident o f his own strength. Our
contemporaries have lost that feeling. They dare not be them
selves. They eke out lack of sincerity by profusion o f the
commonplace. Unlike the heroes of Homer, they repress their
tears — they repress everything, save their irrepressible flatulence
36
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of mind. They are expansive in unimportant matters and at
wrong moments — blown about in a whirl of fatuous extremes.
The impersonal note has vanished.’
The impersonal note that only the free and the frank can sound,
the impersonal note of Sirenland and Old Calabria.
It sounds at its clearest in a little book Douglas compiled when
he was marooned in Lisbon during the last war, An Almanach.
He compiled it, a sentence or two from his own works for each
day in the year. There is no need to put far-fetched interpretations
on the Herpetology, or to strain for some overtone above the
peasanty beastliness of At the Forge, or to batter a way through
the assorted literary criticism (Douglas himself was handy with
the geologist’s hammer) when we have Douglas concentrated by
Douglas in our pocket. It is in these eighty pages of sententiae
that we find the distilled man, so secure in his own strength of mind
that he dare yield to his own anthologising. A month of entries
would not be tedious to quote ; space runs short. But were
our mind for example on Douglas and liquor, as indeed it was a
little while ago, we should search An Almanach in vain for such
maunderings as : “ Wish I could put it down to drink ” . Instead
we find the business-like command :—
“ Be sober : let the loved one drink ” .
The difference between a mature vintage and medicinal port. Or,
since we have been reflecting on the silence of Norman Douglas :—
'T h ere is — he says — in most of us a lyric germ or nucleus
which deserves resp ect; it bids a man ponder, or create ; and
in this dim corner o f himself he can take refuge and find con
solations which the society of his fellow creatures does not
provide.’
And in the heart of the silence. . . ?
When the aphorisms of An Almanach begin to appear on the
tear-off calendar that the television agent sends us at Christmas
time, we shall know that the Anglo-Saxon world, too, is at last
growing to maturity.
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LORD MELBOURNE
DMIRERS o f Lord David Cecil’s book The Young Melbourne,
published in 1939, will be delighted by its sequel, Lord M.*,
which deals with the last twenty years of Lord Melbourne’s life,
during seven of which he was Prime Minister. Lord David has
not set out to write a history o f the time, but a biography o f the
man ; and so wonderfully well has he succeeded, that after reading
these two books Lord Melbourne seems to be an intimate friend
whom we have known always.
Born ten years before the French Revolution, when he died
Queen Victoria had been eleven years on the throne ; his life thus
spanned a period of great change, reflected even in the fashionable
Whig society where he belonged. William Lamb was the son of
the famous Lady Melbourne and of George Wyndham, Lord
Egremont, one of her aristocratic lovers. When his elder brother
died and he became heir, Lord Melbourne refused to give him the
£5,000 a year Peniston Lamb had enjoyed ; he knew William was
not his son, and to punish him for it reduced the allowance to
£2,000. However, he was now considered eligible to marry Lady
Caroline Ponsonby, one of “ the Devonshire House girls ” with
whom he was in love.
In his unfortunate marriage, the future Lord Melbourne showed
his great qualities : tolerance, humour, loyalty and affection. All
were needed ; first in dealing with Caroline’s extravagantly public
love affair with Lord Byron, later with the other manifestations of
hysteria, madness and exhibitionism which made life with her so
trying. After the publication o f her novel Glenarvon in which she
described herself, William, Byron and all their friends and relations
in what, in those days, was considered an unforgivable way, Caroline
* Lord M., David Cecil, Constable, 21s.
—
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was an outcast from society. But though he suffered deeply,
William behaved with exemplary loyalty ; the novel, indeed, which
had seemed to be the last straw, brought them together again.
How could he abandon her, just when all her old friends were
cutting her ? “ . . . remember, the only noble fellow I ever met
with is William Lamb ” she wrote on her death-bed. One of his
political colleagues once said to him “ I will support you as long
as you are in the rig h t” . “ That is no use at all,” he replied,
“ what I want is men who will support me when I am in the wrong.” In his married life he lived up to this maxim in generous fashion.
Four women dominated Lord Melbourne’s life ; his mother
and his wife, Mrs. Norton and Queen V ictoria: the last two
appear in Lord M.
Rich, handsome, self-indulgent, well dressed, amusing, Melbourne
was also clever in an intellectual way. In politics he would never
have made a good party man, for he saw both sides of a question,
was undogmatic about everything and never felt very strongly
except perhaps about the uselessness of reform. “ Whenever you
meddle with these ancient rights and jurisdictions it appears to me
that for the sake of remedying comparatively insignificant abuses
you create new ones and always produce considerable discontent ”
he said (about the administration of the Duchy o f Cornwall).
“ ‘ Delay ’ and ‘ postpone ’ were still his favourite words ” writes
Lord David. He did not believe in any progressive measures; he
thought public education a mistake : “ You may fill a person’s
head with nonsense which may be impossible ever to get out again,”
he said, and once remarked to Queen Victoria : “ I do not know
why there is all this fuss about education, none of the Paget family
can read or write and they do very well ” . He did not like the
Reform Bill, although he was a member of the Government when
it was passed ; he was against the secret ballot, and against the
repeal of the Corn Laws. He thought England was better governed
by gentlemen that it would be by merchants and business men,
and the repeal of the Corn Laws would ruin the former class. Also,
as Lord David says : “ It was the sort of practical subject that
bored him to tears. Absent-minded and indifferent, he sat through
one Cabinet meeting after another while his colleagues wrangled
interminably about fixed duties and sliding scales. A t last they
came to an agreement and took their leave. As they went down
stairs they heard the Prime Minister’s voice calling to them : looking
up they saw him learning over the banisters : ‘ Stop a bit,' he said,
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*what did we decide ? Is it to lower the price of bread, or isn’t
it ? It doesn’t matter which, but we must all say the same thing.’ ”
Mrs. Norton, beautiful, talented, “ not quite a lady,” was certainly
more trouble than she was worth to Lord Melbourne. He was in
the habit of paying her a visit nearly every day, and when her loutish
husband decided to divorce her he picked on the Prime Minister,
for blackmailing reasons, as co-respondent. N orton lost the case,
but it had been extremely unpleasant for Melbourne. It was his
last indiscretion. “ She’s a passionate, giddy, dangerous, imprudent
woman,” he said of her some years later.
By the time Queen Victoria came to the throne he was already
an anachronism, his gaiety, cynicism, indolence and tolerance
constrasting strangely with the new, priggish, strenuous earnestness.
The Queen loved him ; and he loved her, and teaching her from
his store of wordly wisdom and political experience, but they were
a strange pair : it was a case of the attraction o f opposites. Queen
Victoria was different from the other women in his life ; like most
of the Hanoverians, although she was royal, yet at the same time
she was the very reverse of aristocratic in tastes, temperament and
outlook.
In spite of her hero-worship, there were certain things she dis
approved of in her Prime Minister ; why, for instance, did he
fidget and sigh in church ? “ Melbourne was amused. ‘ I t is
right to sigh in church,’ he said. ‘ He who despises not the sighing
of a contrite h e a rt. . . ’ The Queen was a little shocked to hear
the liturgy quoted in this flippant fashion.”
When the Tories came in, in 1841, he had the sorrow o f parting
from Queen Victoria. “ For four years I have seen you daily and
liked it better every day,” he said sadly. Though she lived so near
by, as leader of the opposition he could no longer visit her, except
very occasionally. The description o f his last years, old, ill and
rather lonely, is very sad. He was a great family man, and should
have had his children and grandchildren about him at Brocket.
He and Caroline had had an only son, Augustus, who never de
veloped beyond the mental age of seven. He had died in 1836,
when he was twenty-nine; his father had always been kind and
gentle with him, and had hoped in vain that he might become
normal.
Melbourne died in 1848, and was buried near Caroline. To the
Queen, now completely absorbed in Prince Albert and their children,
dear Lord M was a figure from the past. The Times obituary was
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spiteful. “ I never read so disagreeably toned an article as that on
Lord Melbourne ” wrote Lady Stanley of Alderley to Lord Stanley.
“ It is evidently written by a Tory and will be very painful to his
friends. I never liked Lord Melbourne myself, I thought him so
selfish and heartless in his opinions o f people, still he is one o f that
bright circle we met so often at Holland House and they are fast
disappearing.” The nineteenth century was already half gone, yet
some remnants of the eighteenth century had lingered on in England.
This excellent book, written in an easy, flowing style, is marred
now and again by grammatical errors. N ot that they matter much,
but they are a tiny flaw in an otherwise perfect piece of work.
D.M.

CINEMA
JACQUES BROUSSE
LES PORTES DE L’ENFER
by

T THE BEGINNING of each act of La Machine Infemale a
recorded voice explains briefly the meaning of the ensuing
scene. It is the voice o f M. Cocteau, and it is also to be heard,
with its slightly nasal intonation and rhythmic cadences, before the
first brilliant picture of the wonderful Japanese film Les Portes de
PEnfer is thrown on the screen. As president of the jury of the
Cannes Film Festival he explains that they awarded it first prize,
not as the successful venture of a country new to the cinema, but
as the flower of an ancient artistic tradition.
In this allusion to the Japanese theatre what he says is only partly
true, for if the first third of the film (the attack on the imperial
palace by rebels and the flight of the heroine disguised as a princess
o f the blood royal) is not by its speed, movement and unusual
angles of vision purest cinema, independent o f the arts o f painting
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and theatre from which it derives, then what is ? The beginning
is terrific. The spectator, torn in one second from his everyday
preoccupations and his epoch, and transported to feudal twelfth
century Japan, marvels to see (for the second time, the first was in
Jean Renoir’s Le Carosse d'Or) how great artists can use colour
in films — this is something which, despite ten years’ practice, the
deplorable American cinema has . never yet achieved.
The insurgents — seen through a sort of mist created by the
embroidered muslin curtains which divide the rooms of the palace —
hurl themselves, amid the despairing cries of servants and maids
of honour, upon the loyal guards, who make a desperate effort
to hold them back. Never until my dying day shall I forget the
extraordinary vision, upon the confused mass of grey and blue of
the combatants struggling in the inner court, of four or five black
fighting cocks with bloody combs flying at each other in the fore
ground. Forgotten joys of the silent film and its visual symbols !
Yet these warriors breathe hard as they fight, cry out in triumph
or in rage, groan as they die, and give us the most vivid impression
of what a battle in those days must have been since Eisenstein’s

Alexander Nevski.
The coach with its heavy, solid wooden wheels carries the pre
tended imperial princess through the forest, despite violent skirm
ishes with rebels, to the dwelling of the escort officer. He not only
repulses all attacks, but also protects Kesa from his elder brother’s
band who have joined the revolt against the Emperor. He fights
one of those sabre duels which are traditional in Japanese theatre,
and which, in spite of the grimaces of rage and strangled cries of
the protagonists, are like a ballet of violent rhythms. It recalls
the duels in Rashomon, and demonstrates the truth of M. Cocteau’s
observations.
Horsemen gallop flat-out along the sea shore (one o f them, hit
by the arrow of an unseen assailant, falls dead) towards the
monastery where the Emperor is making a pilgrimage. W arned
of what is happening, he crushes the revolt. And at one of the
city gates, the Gate of Hell, Kesa, come to burn incense and give
thanks to the gods, meets the man who saved her life, who has come
there for the same purpose. When the Emperor distributes awards
and favours to the valorous, the officer asks for Kesa’s hand. It
is only then that he learns she is already married.
So begins a love story in the manner o f La Princesse de Cleves,
where, as in our seventeenth century novel, beneath the conventions
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of elaborately courteous manners burns the wildest passion. In
the film the heroine remains faithful to her husband not only in
her acts but in her h e a rt; and when the officer, a violent and
primitive soldier, threatens to kill her and her whole family, she
pretends to give in, but at the appointed time she contrives to
change places with her husband and lies in his bed so that, meaning
to kill him, the officer stabs her to the heart. In the garden, by
moonlight, horrified by his deed, he offers his life to Kesa’s husband,
who, plunged in sorrow, turns away.
Next day, in the morning mist, a horseman stops at the temple
gates : it is the officer, come to find forgetfulness and forgiveness
for his crime.
So ends, on a note of calm detachment, this exquisite, noble,
savage film, in which the actors (again proving M. Cocteau’s words)
use gestures and expressions borrowed from the Noh plays, though
not to the point of embarrassing our western conventions and
customs of the theatre. The second half, perhaps less remarkable
visually, yet contains many exotically lovely pictures ; the horse
race, for example, where the rivals are dressed one in red and one
in v io le t; or the sturdy, bald Emperor draped in scarlet silk,
giving awards to the officers prostrating themselves in their
sumptuous flowered kimonos.
When the lights go up we leave a world made familiar to us by
Homer, the Chansons de Gestes, the historical dramas of Shake
speare and Corneille — a world of bravery, pride, violence and
rough sensuality, of honour and aristocracy.
During the interval, to distract the feeble-looking spectators, a
record is played of an American negro singing through his nose.
Which reassures everybody, and proves that we have the good
fortune to be living in a real civilization : the one which was
victorious in 1945.

( Translated)
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NEW

BOOKS

Man and the State, Jacques Maritain, Hollis and Carter, 21s.
A contemporary journal confined its “ review ’’ of this book
to little more than a list of the chapter headings. They are formid
able enough, and indicate the wide field over which the author has
ranged — The People and the State, The Concept o f Sovereignty,
The Problem of Means, The Rights of Man, The Democratic
Charter, Church and State, and The Problem of W orld Govern
ment. The work is a development o f the theme of six lectures
delivered in December 1949 for the Study o f American Institutions,
and is admirably edited by Richard O’Sullivan, Q.C.
Perhaps the range of subjects is too wide, or perhaps the author
was not indulging in false modesty when he referred in his preface
to the imperfections of the English style of a Frenchman who
learned his English in America ; perhaps again, the knitting of a
series of lectures into one book has not been carried out with
sufficient care. Whatever the reason may be, I found it difficult
to discern a consistent argument running through the book, nor
any “ binding together ” of subjects, which the publishers assure
us is achieved by the first chapter.
This introductory chapter is one of definitions. The nation
(says the author) is an ethnic community based upon land which
is not a mere “ territorial area ” but the fount and inspiration o f
its life and work ; the state is only that part of the people which
is concerned with government and administration ; it is therefore
logical (as the whole is greater than the part) to insist that “ the
people are not for the state, the state is for the people ” .
But what is the exact relationship between the individual and the
state ? M. Maritain condemns Fascism, National Socialism and
Communism, without attempting to differentiate between the
three, or even between the first two and the l a s t ; his alternative
is democracy, which he fails to define. Must it be synonymous
with the party system ? W hat of the abuses of that system, the
domination of the political scene by the party machines, to the
exclusion of independent candidates ? W hat of the terrible power
o f party funds and party press ? (I re-read the book to see if I
had overlooked any reference to these questions, but found there
was none.) What of the possibility of a government being elected
on a minority vote ? (Perhaps M. M aritain would claim this to
be an example of the majority being wrong, which is his excuse
when he admits, as he does, that if a free vote o f the French people
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had been taken in 1940 it is probable that the majority would have
supported Marshal Petain.) May not man lose his individuality
under the materialism of democracy just as effectively as under
totalitarianism ? May he not find his highest form o f selfexpression in a new synthesis of maximum individual freedom
and the common welfare, far transcending both democracy and
fascism ?
M. Maritain avoids such dangerous questions, but he has not
succeeded in side-stepping other pitfalls which beset the path of
the moralist and philosopher who ventures into the jungle of
politics. Having condemned the immoral claim that “ the end
justifies the means ” he blandly remarks, “ In European resistance '
during the Second World W ar the many convents which had become
factories of false papers clearly knew that this manufacturing was
materially but not morally a fraud
A subtle and convenient
morality. (What an outcry there would have been if the Germans
had instituted a search of every convent throughout Europe.)
The book ends with a plea for world government — in the
impractical form o f a supra-national authority which is to employ
no force or sanctions, but is to be purely advisory. M. Maritain’s
work is learned and scholarly, but Europe will need a stronger
and more practical faith if she is not to be overwhelmed by American
capitalism or Russian communism.
G.V.

On the Verandah, Jean Ross, Hutchinson, 10s. 6d.
L ord o f the F liet, -William Golding, Faber & Faber, 12s. 6d.
These two books are of deadly social importance, for they deal
with those subtleties on which the cultural dichotomy o f pseudo
ascetic civilisations is based. They both hurt it badly, partly because
they both look attractive enough to be read halfway by halfwitted
Erewhonians who live in such civilisations. The Erewhonian
may even read all through them before he feels a little as though
he were wearing a hair shirt.
The second book, Lord o f the Flies, is better analysed first, because
it deals with the physical in its crudest shape ; not in spite of, but
because of, the fact that neither “ intimacy” nor “ juvenile
delinquency ” occurs.
If a lot of sound, normal middle-class British boys are wrecked
on a Pacific island, with no females and no males over sixteen, we
know from the books they read what they will do — light a beacon,
build huts, grow food, keep a stiff upper lip, and wait an indomitable
year or so to be rescued.
Mr. Golding, and I myself, know better. These boys were on
this desirable coral island — about thirty of them, including a
church choir — for a much shorter time than that. Ralph, the
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eldest, found a big conch shell, which helped at first. They loved
holding councils, even after recognising the need for a temporary
dictatorship. Their fire would not bum well, as they were not
genuine botanists.
Unfortunately, things seemed to slip. The head choirboy had
probably read a little anthropology. He went suddenly — quite,
quite morally of course, even in deed and truth — suddenly native,
taking the choir and all but four other boys besides Ralph with
him. Then on it was not funny. The boys were hunted to death
in hysterical ecstasy, wholly without realisation of the fact save by
Ralph, who was hunted into the shocked arms o f a rescuing naval
officer by technically painted near-lunatics, who had inadvertently
fired the forest to smoke him out. This attracted the cruiser,
whose officer found it hard to grasp how such un-British acts could
happen. Ralph found it equally hard to cohere his own memories :
so did the suddenly sobered choir. Unfortunately, if they had
really read anthropology or even history more carefully than this
reviewer used to do, they would have been better able to play
pagan — with more, not less virtue. The point o f the book is
that this is what all western cultures have done to the unarmed in
their midst. Where do we go from there ?
The people in On the Verandah went to a private mental nursing
home, run by kind Mrs. Clory and brisk Dr. Portarthur. 1 notice
other reviews call it an “ extraordinary ” mental home. I don’t.
The whole point of the Clory Portarthur pair, who have their
prototypes everywhere, is that only Mrs. Clory knew she liked
power. She did not “ precisely ” want it. It came to her. For
their own good. One of “ them ” killed himself on discharge, and
his sister, who leased the home to Mrs. Clory and Dr. Portarthur,
got nearly but intangibly to the bottom o f it. This sister believed
in God, which seems to have helped. At least it helped her to
support a really brisk and sane locum tenens on Dr. Portarthur’s
holiday. It did not help another patient, who died o f what her
father and Dr. Argo called pneumonia, and Mrs. Clory and Dr.
Portarthur really half-thought o f as pernicious anaemia due to
unco-operativeness.
They really half-thought of it like that. In that sentence lies
part of the key to our present condition. People who pretend
forever that everyone else without exception can pretend as well
as they can, because “ dirt ” is taboo without certain preliminaries
— these people, when exposed, are so dirty that the result is an
Augean stable. So far as I can gather they run our social order.
They always have scapegoats. Sometimes they are the scapegoats,
though less often than they suppose. These books ask a question :
what is the use of reform in law and legal moral code if morals,
in practice, do not follow suit?

Miles D. S. K irk.
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How Dear is Life, Henry Williamson, Macdonald, 12s. 6d.
Mr. Henry Williamson’s saga, or series of novels describing,
generation by generation, a suburban English family, has now
reached the beginning of the first World War. So cleverly has he
reconstructed the period that we feel as though we were living in
the pages of the Illustrated London News of 1914. The first half
of the book is about Philip Maddison as a junior clerk in an
insurance office ; the second, his experiences as a private in the
“ contemptible little army ” of territorials who went through such
hard fighting alongside regular soldiers in the autumn of 1914.
N ot the least of the book’s merits is that the author pauses in his
narrative from time to time to point out an historical truth ; for
instance, that the Kaiser never called the English army contemptible,
(he may have called it little), but that the expression was invented
by a zealot called General Maurice, who rightly imagined that it
would whip up English hatred o f Germany.
The war in Flanders is vividly and terribly described. Mud,
blood, agony, terror, brutality and filfth are dwelt upon by Mr.
Williamson, who has used his famous descriptive powers to bring
before the reader war in all its frightfulness, as it seemed to a young,
sensitive, rather lonely and friendless man, who has found himself
transplanted from his insurance office into the midst of an inferno
with terrifying suddenness. Like Fabrice at Waterloo, he is in the
battle of Ypres without realising it. But, unlike Fabrice, Philip
is not a sympathetic character, and this is the weakness o f a brave
book (brave because it must have cost a great effort to write, to
force the memory to search for details which time had nearly
obliterated, to re-live so many dreadful hours from long ago).
Presumably Philip is meant to represent Vhomme moyen sensuel;
but in his anxiety to portray the little man Mr. Williamson has
made him so little that he can hardly be said to exist. He and his
dull, rather disagreeable father and his even duller though pathetic
mother are altogether too dim ; we cannot mind very much what
happens to them, or feel involved in any way with their fate.
This leaves what might be called the Illustrated London News
side o f the book, and very brilliant and evocative it is. Probably
no other writer alive could have done it so well. The dying English
soldiers crying Mother ! or Water !, the dying German soldiers
crying Mutter ! or Wasser ! — the mad wickedness of European
war is emphasised, as well as its useless stupidity. When the scene
changes to Philip’s suburban street, and the telegraph boy stopping
at a gate can freeze every heart in terror; when the woman next
door loses her three sons in as many days, it reminds us o f the
doomed generation, decimated, almost lo s t; and it seems un
believable that Europeans should have been willing to start these
miseries all over again in 1939. But this will, no doubt, be dealt
with by Mr. Williamson as his saga slowly progresses towards our
own times.
D.M.
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Short Story

DOG OF SKY-ALLEY
by MAURICE ROWDON
E STARTED our huge project in a valley with golden leaves,
called Sky-Alley because it was so wide, flat and open to
the sky, with a black rock towering up at one end. Usually this
rock was hidden by mist, but on clear days, when the trees on either
side of the valley were utterly still and it was like one o f those
muffled summer days again, the rock’s flat top was visible, with
terraces in shining granite, and into this thing we would bore a
hole eight metres tall, when the next spring came round.
Our valley had no curves. On either side there were straight
long wooded hills where we had crawled during the summer for
shelter against the heat. The leaves were all golden o r yellow or
russet now, thick to the very summits, inches deep, with a warm
steam rising up. All day and all night Sky-Alley echoed with our
work. The camp extended its whole length, about three kilometres.
A pistol-shot went up and down across the valley in echoes five or
six times, jumping from one side to the other, sharp now and then
a moment later made clement by the leaves. The hooter, blowing
short blasts, was answered further and further back, until it gave
forth its own increasing harmony, like vast melancholy reeds being
blown across the sky, one wood-note growing on another, emerging
huskily from the woods.
The drills when they started were like a burst o f machine-gun
fire, and they filled the valley with a great roaring, a square block
o f sound, darkly metallic, deafening everybody. The hammers
sounded out against the stones and the occasional white boulders,
tractors grinded and heaved across the wired paths laid down on
mud, and always, especially when a fearful hush fell on the valley
for no reason at all, the bells o f the field-telephones could be heard,
like hidden birds mechanically cheeping, near the sodden pits and
among the tents.
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A t night the great arc-lamps shone over us, some of them at
regular intervals in the flat, behind the tents, some spaced out near
the top of the hills on either side, shining diagonally into the girdered,
pitted lawns, and others at the top of great pylons every half-kilo
metre. One never needed a light in one’s tent, except to read or
write letters. The tent-walls glowed white, and the echoes outside
seemed to be longer and more luxuriant than by day, with bigger
tremolos, the notes falling down to the most secret and quiet places
at the very edge of the lighted arena where everything went woody
and dim.
I shared a tent with a young man called Johnson K. The skin
round his eyes was drawn tightly back, making them long and
narrow, their gaze calculating. He was always neatly dressed,
and it struck me again and again that he never made mistakes as
the rest o f us did, but always seemed ready for the chance visit
o f an inspector, or for a sudden call by telephone to bring up more
wire-netting for the tracks or an extra pump. The result of this
was that he was liked by the overseers and given some of the most
difficult jobs. He had a kind of clever energy : using it suddenly
and rarely, only where it would have the best effect. Other men
would start in at one of the pits with the usual instruments the
moment the order came down, but he would sit at the telephones,
perhaps for an hour, and have the best drills sent up, calmly arranging
■things, in that crisp, jarring voice, so that the work would take
half as long. All his work was tidy. The lights were always
properly placed, there were never too many hands, water was
always quickly pumped away, the drills thoroughly tested before
they were used, the electrical batteries checked, the vehicles waiting
one behind the other to carry off the soil, the canteen ready with
coffee at precisely the times he had arranged, the tracks clean and
dry, the pit-walls carefully propped.
The overseers never gave him a dead-line. They never interfered
with his teams, o f which he was always the unofficial leader, and
they sent the inspectors down to him as little as possible. Men
liked working, with him because he never shouted at them, and
because the work was always quicker if he supervised it. He was
quite a cheerful man, withdrawn and quiet, never giving too much
o f himself or laughing too long, but affable, listening carefully to
everything that was said. And he was fair. He never slipped
extra work on to a man, as punishment or out of spite, though he
had all the cunning necessary for doing that kind of thing. Nor
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did he take his problems to the overseers. If a man disagreed with
him and wanted to go to work in a different way — which he had
every right to do, since Johnson K. had no official position — he
simply bided his time, became especially quiet, until at last the man
made the mistake for which he had been waiting.
When something was beginning to annoy him his lips would
purse together, and the only sign of his anger was the slight flush
that rose from his neck to just below his cheeks. He never swore
like the others. He would simply say, calling to one of the Italians,
“ Come over here, Saladino,” then he would raise one of his long
fingers, staring at the place where the man had been a t work, and
point — “ Look at th a t” .
Our names were always put together in the work-lists, since we
lived in the same tent, and he often used me as a kind o f assistant,
running messages for him or arranging what routes were to be used
by the vehicles, for the tracks were narrow and therefore one-way,
involving a complicated traffic-system. My work was sometimes
the best in the team, surprising him, and at other times it was so
bad that the other nine men had to work hours longer to repair it.
A blindness and stupidity took hold of me, though the previous day
I might have been brisk and alert. After a time he was no longer
annoyed when I did something wrong ; he only sighed as if to tell
the others, “ Look, he has had another relapse ” . He thought o f
me as a bit of a joke, trustworthy and not at all a fool, but rather
pathetic, lost. He never laughed in an outright way, but sometimes
he would stand and chuckle at me, his narrow eyes quite still,
watching the absent-minded way I did things and moved about.
But we got on well together, and lived rather separately from
the others. Our tent was the only one in the compound where
overseers sometimes came and discussed projects over a drink,
sitting on the beds or the canvas chairs. Johnson K . was too young
to be an overseer, but it was easy to imagine him one, and already
there was a separateness about him which even some o f the over
seers did not have.
There was so much work in the camp, and time was so short
before the valley iced up, that we very rarely went into the city.
Each man in the camp was allowed two trips a week, and usually
he only took one of them. Every evening at the north end o f the
valley there was a convoy of ten o r fifteen lorries with the words
“ Sky-Alley Project ” printed above the driver’s cabin. A part
from a few of the workers who had bought old machines locally,
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only the overseers had cars. We thus spent most of our time in
the camp, and during our free hours we usually went to one of the
cafes which were in marquees placed at intervals the whole length
of the valley. We were all getting a lot of money ; the rates were
very high and apart from this more than a quarter of our work
was overtime at time and a third. We all had an itch to spend.
There were no women in the camp, and we seldom went to the city
brothels more than once a week. But there were two bazaars
in the valley, and there we could find a great variety of things with
which to decorate our lives.
Fashions took hold of the camp, going swiftly from one end to
the other. Hundreds upon hundreds of men began to wear coloured
scarves, and then heavy silver or golden rings became the fashion
— sometimes two of them on one hand, burning fabulously against
the rough skin — and then light-grey whipcord trousers, and then
rainproof jackets with linings of white fur and hoods which could
be clipped round the head so that the neck and ears were protected.
Then men bought magnificent polished chess-sets in deal boxes
inlaid with ivory, Persian carpets of maroon and russet for the
tents, eiderdowns of flashing pink silk, cork-screws designed *as
postern-keys or the tails of black cats, corks for sherry and port
bottles worked up into grimacing hob-goblins and humped old
men with tasselled hats, long red noses and spectacles — so many
grotesque and shining things stood about the tents, surrounding
.each man with his legend.
But the possessions about which there was the most ceremony
were the pets. In every compound there were Siamese cats, dogs
o f every breed, Angora rabbits, and tortoises. There was a medical
post for these animals at one end o f the camp where a veterinary
surgeon was on duty all and every day. After the first signs of
the pet-fashion a camp-order was issued that no man could have
more than one pet, and that a pet-tax was to be instituted, the price
differing according to the size and breed of the animal. Between
the woods and the tents on either side of the valley, running the
whole length, there were wire hutches and kennels. Perhaps the
best pets were the Siamese cats, because they were intimate, of
noble and fastidious temperament, and clean. Moreover, they
could sleep in the tents, usually curled up at the foot of the bed.
But one day I went up to the nearest hill-village, where there was
now quite a trade in animals for the camp, and bought a pointer,
a stocky, soft-footed creature with drowsy eyes. When I took
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him up into my arms he showed no terror at leaving the rest of the
litter, nor did he show any interest in me. I took him down to
the valley, bought a large box at one o f the bazaars, prepared soft
food in bowls, put a collar round his neck and fixed the lead to
the centre pole of the tent so that he could go in and out but not
wander off. It was always advisable to chain the animals for the
first few days, until they knew their homes.
But this creature, thick-limbed and able to spring like a tiger,
never seemed to recognise me, even after a month. He had always
the same rather blind gaze, uninvolved. After a time I let him off
the lead, and though he always returned to my tent, he never
answered the name I found for him, or came near me o f his own
accord, or looked up into my face. I t was of course stupid to feel
such a thing, but I think I was hurt by this indifference. Lacking
love, apart from the token love in the brothels, we were disturbed
even by the indifference of our animals. Men would tell each
other about their pets every day, proudly, about how they licked
their hands, how they begged for food, how they slept at the foot
of the bed and woke them by touching their cheeks in the morning.
But my pointer was sad, and I could n o t console him. I seemed
quite absent to him.
The quarrel between Johnson K. and myself was caused by the
new overseer of our compound, Richter. He was a short, rather
pale man in his forties, and his small eyes had a silver gaze, behind
spectacles. He dressed in a very ordinary way and never sported
the extravagant fur-lined jackets and coloured scarves like the rest
of us. We preferred our overseers to have some legendary quality,
some prowess, or an easy, reckless warmth. We did not like them
to be simply clever men who could be flattered or who feared for
their reputations. Erich von Schickler, on the other side o f the
camp, was the perfect overseer. He was reckless, and just. Every
evening he drove a fast sports car into the city and sometimes
brought women back to the compound. People admired this.
But Richter seemed to us small, without presence. H e was kind
and cheerful, but when we worked hard for him he did n ot seem
to see i t ; we did not feel we belonged to him, as all von Schiclder’s
men belonged to him, like retainers ; we were only his technical
subordinates, which left us with n« legend to dream, and stripped
all the work we did for him of awe. Having won his position by
a slow and dogged fight, he was always fearing for it.
At first he and Johnson K. got on well together. They had the
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same kind of cunning understanding. But, though he respected
Johnson K ’s work as everybody else did, Richter began to supervise
his teams and interfere with his excellent preliminary arrangements
more and more. He would visit the pits at all hours of the night,
trying to talk robustly like the other overseers, but he made us feel
uneasy, standing at the edge looking down at us while he asked
unnecessary questions. He was always on the look-out for the
slightest signs of insubordination, especially among the Italians,
who behaved very naturally, unaware of the kind of cap-touching
respect he expected from his inferiors. So the rest of us, trying to
help him, were always most polite, using many Sirs and Herrs,
though this only encouraged him in the illusion that he was
becoming popular and thus indispensable to our work at the pits.
Johnson K. dealt with him very calmly and answered all his
questions, but his work was being spoilt. The overseers had little
to do in the camp compared with us, but Richter was always
importantly poring over maps in his tent, or taking useless compass
bearings, or calling conferences where nothing was decided. He
lost his temper easily, and swore at people in his thin, grating voice.
I knew that Johnson K. would work slowly to get hi absent away
and replaced.
One night Johnson K. and I came in from the city on the last
convoy, at about two or three o’clock. Our compound was working
on the day-turn, and we had been drinking in the bars since early
evening. We put up the light in our tent, and he began to undress
at once. But I was excited and wide-awake from the drink and
wanted to play cards or take a bottle into one of the other tents.
I went outside, behind the hutches and kennels, at the edge of the
silent, leafy wood, to pass water. I stood there in the dark and
then, when I looked up suddenly, I saw Richter coming towards
the rear of the tents, still in the blinding light from the arc-lamps.
He had no hat and was walking unsteadily, humming to himself.
I was happy to see any man, especially if he were drunk, and I
called out to him from the darkness where I was standing. He
could not see me, but he recognised my voice and shouted back,
“ Hullo, there !” . I told him to wait for me, then I came out
into the light and took his arm. We stood rolling about, our
arms locked together. It is odd, this love one suddenly feels
towards a man one talks against, as if to make up, in quick bounty,
for the shame that secretly means.
He whispered into my ear, “ Where’s Johnny ?” and, feeling it
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was wrong, I drew him towards the tent without a word. I pulled
back the flap, and we stumbled inside together. Johnson K. was
standing by his bed, bare-footed and in pyjamas. He was gazing
at us, having already heard our voices outside, and said nothing
when Richter, his voice uneven and lifeless, called out, “ Hullo,
Johnny !” . He simply stared at him, his eyes very narrow and
his lips tight together. Richter left me and went towards him,
hardly able to stand up. Johnson K. gave me a very quick,
unforgiving glance. Richter was just about to hug him round
the shoulders, laughing, when he slipped on the carpet and fell
forward, clinging to him. Then, too lazy to hold himself back,
he pushed Johnson K . down heavily on the bed. They fell
together, the thin wooden legs cracked underneath them, then the
whole bed sank in the middle towards the floor. Johnson K.
called out, “ You — !” ; then he jumped up, flinging Richter
off, and pulled him to his feet. They stood panting close together,
Johnson K. staring furiously into the other man’s eyes. Richter
said again and again, quietly, “ I ’m sorry, now, I’m sorry ” . He
looked down at the bed, broken and in a heap on the carpet, then
he shrugged and walked towards the exit-flap. “ I’ll fix that,”
he murmured. But he never came back. Johnson K. strolled
over to me, one of his fists clenched, and I waited for him. He
came closer and closer until his face was touching mine, his untender
eyes boring into me. He was just about to hit me when he lowered
his hand, murmuring, “ Why . . . . ” . I began to undress while he
pulled a low box under his bed to make a support for the middle.
When he had finished I put out the light, and we said nothing more
to each other. But I knew that his will was all the time burning
furiously against me, and in a way I felt I deserved that.
I had been detailed to take a vehicle to the maintenance-point
at five o’clock that morning, and when I left the tent, just as dawn
was coming up across the white illuminated valley, Johnson K.
was still asleep. I worked at the maintenance-point for three hours,
assembling the vehicles of our compound, then led them in a convoy
back to the tents.
When I went back to the edge of the woods to give my pointer
fresh food, I saw at once that he had been wounded. I found him
lying by the kennel, one leg stretched out helplessly, keening a
little, a faint whistling noise from his throat, his head down on
his paws, as if he were in terrible pain. I tried to raise him but he
squealed each time, his left hind leg hanging limp from his haunches.
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I ran back to the tents, and there one o f the men told me that the
dog had been barking at the exit-flap o f my tent soon after dawn
and that Johnson K . had thrown one of his boots at him from his
bed. The animal had run yelping away. I could not find Johnson
K. But for three weeks afterwards we said nothing to each other
about this incident. We lived as before, only I did less bad work
now. I was more vigilant, determined to give him no excuse to
show his fury.
The dog’s foot was twisted outwards, badly, and above it the leg
was broken in several places. Johnson K . must have throw n the
boot with all his strength, starting up from his bed in a sudden
vengeful passion. After three weeks the leg still had n o t mended,
the plaster was useless because the dog usually tore it away with
his teeth, and the surgeon told me th at he m ust be destroyed.
When Johnson K . passed by the kennels he never looked in the
animal’s direction, but seemed quite cool, his eyes fixed straight
ahead, his stride confident and slow.
A t night I went with a torch to the edge o f the wood, a t the
rim o f the light from the great arc-lamps on the pylons, and watched
the dog. But it never turned at my touch. Its stomach had shrunk,
and the ribs were showing. I had asked the surgeon to feed it
with a tube, but he told me this was a waste o f time. N or did the
sharp grinding and drilling sounds rising and meeting together in
echoes along the valley seem to startle the dog. Even a t the
sudden detonations by day the ears did not prick.
A t dawn one morning in the fourth week I took my revolver
out o f its case, then carried him into the woods, up the hill, among
the sodden, brown leaves, where water dripped down from the
branches, so that we would be hidden. I loaded the revolver, all
six chambers, and while I was doing this he stirred for the first'
time and looked up at me. He tried to move from the soft place
where I had put him down, but he was too weak and the pain from
his leg was too great. But he was vaguely troubled and kept
turning his head this way and that, his eyes brooding, dark and
half-closed. A t first I bent down and put the barrel against his
ear, but he started back and with a last great effort against death
turned himself over and managed to leap away, falling on his side
close by. A nd each time I bent down he did the same. I could
not bear to fire into his ear, bending over him in that way, holding
him down with my free hand, so th at he would know what I was
doing. So I took two paces back and held out my revolver at
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arm’s length, closing my eye and levelling up the sights, my legs
astride. I waited until he was absolutely still again, and took the
front of his head as target. He was hardly aware of danger now
because I was standing away from him.
I pulled the trigger and at that instant he turned again, no wound
appeared in the creature’s head, but he yelped out and turned
again, I could not see where the bullet had gone and as he writhed
about, failing to understand, I pulled the trigger once more and
then a third time, going closer, blind now in my aim, wanting to
despatch him. But still no wound came in the head, and now he
cried out again and again, in a long whining imploring cry, and at
last I saw the tiny bright red buttons appear in his flesh. He could
not understand, he was moaning dreadfully in his agony, and as he
tried to drag himself by the front paws further and further back
away from my stinging gun, he looked up at me with a speechless
appealing gaze, his eyes calling out from the midst o f the burning
flesh, not you, not you, and in that gaze I saw there was recognition
at last, o f me as his murderer, and I could not bring him back ; I
wanted suddenly to bring him back into the world, b u t the bullets
were there in his flesh. I was panic-stricken, standing a pace or
two from him as his terrible weeping voice rose and fell, in a last
keening appeal for the mercy I could not give. My hands were
trembling, I was dazed, my eyes were blind. I pulled the trigger
another three times, the revolver shaking in my hand, determined
to send the creature quickly into death, to stop him blaming me,
to stop that terrible mute beseeching look in the dark, lovely,
half-closed eyes. But still the bullets were wide. I could not
bear this whining, the blood beginning to shine out of his
wounds, the eyes growing darker and darker with the coming of
death, and I did not know where to run, how to put the creature
out, with the bullets done. I stood staring down at him, my mouth
open, calling out, “ No, n o ___ ” .
Suddenly I ran back down the hill leaping and leaping over the
cracked branches and sodden brown leaves to where the tents were,
trembling all over, all my senses clogged and muffled up, and near
the kennels 1 found another worker o f the compound. I pulled
him back with me up the hill, asking him for bullets or something
to put out my dog, and he followed me bewildered to where we
could hear the long whining cries from out of the undergrowth.
He stepped forward, saw the dog writhing there, its mouth half-open
and blood beginning to trickle forth. He took up a stone the
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size of his hand, and with all his strength he brought it down on
the creature’s head ; with the second blow the small head sank,
the limbs grew quiet, the whining died, and the stricken blinded
child, understanding nothing, his one and only suffering filling all
the woods, now lay easily with the leaves, the black roots and
boulders, all the fuss stopped, the sad after-quiet slowly calming
down the wounded copse, and all the casual noises o f the day came
in again from behind us — the drills, the ham m ers tapping on the
stone, and the grinding o f the vehicles. I went back to my tent
without saying anything to the man. F o r nothing could pu t this
memory out. Nothing could take down those h u rt astonished
eyes. I would never live again. Nothing light could happen
again ; there could be no word from me o r gesture w ithout that
stain, no promise I could make w ithout th at betrayal mocking
from behind. A nd as I came down to the tents again, stumbling,
my shoulders bent, locked and stranded in my h o t shame, I looked
up and saw Johnson K . standing a few yards ahead watching me,
his narrow eyes seeming to say as he shook his head, “ This fellow,
really ___ I went past him into the tent and lay down o n my
bed. D ay after day the ghosts o f th at dying mom ent harried me,
in the dark rim of the lamps at the edge o f the wood, at dinner in
the marquee, down in the pits by day, in bed.
For a verdict on
me had been taken into the grave.
I could hardly bear to meet Johnson K ’s eyes, so sure and silent
was he in his victory. After a m onth Richter left the camp, for
Johnson K . had complained about him again and again to the
overseers with whom he could talk freely. H e and I worked together
as before, only I seemed younger now, even more the servant of
moods, erratic and confused, while he became even neater, even
more exact in his commands, everything about him marvellously
ordered and precise. ■
A nd I began to feel, strangely, that I had only been the living
instrum ent o f his fury, and m ust bear it longer, years longer, than
he.
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THE FACTS OF LIFE
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I am greatly interested in Mr. Kenneth Fisher’s article on
heredity in your September issue. If I understand him rightly,
he believes that heredity is all, environment nothing, in the making
of the human being. I do not think this theory is quite borne out
by facts. I should put it at about fifty-fifty, heredity and up
bringing. It is certain that a child’s character can be spoilt by
excessively bad handling, in the same way as an animal can be
rendered vicious by bad and stupid treatment.
In a striking phrase Mr. Fisher tells us that the fertilised egg
is a strait jacket from which we can never escape throughout our
existence. True enough, we cannot escape from ourselves and we
carry about with us all our lives that ego or personality with which
we started, from the very moment when life itself entered into the
genes o f which he gives us such a graphic description.
Here again I must part company when I am to have no “ magic,”
no “ vitalism ” . For the history of the genes leaves out the all
important experience, without which they are nothing at all,
namely the arrival of life. Where does this life come from, how
does it come, and what in scientific terms exactly is life ? We do
know that when it leaves what we call our body, then that body
is no more use. The informing personality has gone from it and
as we say, it is dead.
In default o f a scientific explanation that satisfies me, I must
hold to my magic or religious view, that there is an unknowable
but orderly Force in the universe which dispenses life.
This is not explained by a knowledge o f genes and their functions,
all important though these are from one point o f view, as the
carriers and means by which hereditary characteristics are
perpetuated.
W hat an endlessly fascinating subject is heredity. Is the kind
o f person we turn out to be merely the result of blind chance ?
That we do not know. But we do know that with all the hundreds
o f forebears that each one o f us possesses, yet there is a distinct
family likeness in every family, a kind o f thread that runs through
ah.
When a genius appears it is generally what used to be called
“ a hop out of kin,” in other words someone unlike the rest o f the
family — a sport.
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Florence Nightingale’s parents compared themselves to farmyard
fowls who have hatched an eagle. (Eggs again.) Frau Hitler said
of her son “ He is different from us ” . It seems that any family
may produce a genius.
As in families so in the various races o f men there is in each
a racial likeness.
M r. Fisher in describing the Nazis’ ideas o f a “ superior ” race
o f men speaks o f the impossibility o f providing a simple answer
to the question “ superiority for what purpose ?” . I do not think
that is really necessary, as a people shows its quality in every walk
o f life. There would be more vitality, more energy, more brain
and better work in all spheres from the “ superior ” race. "We
have seen in the world’s history how some peoples seem to forge
ahead in every departm ent o f activity, leaving others far behind.
The so-called “ backward ” races have lived the same long
centuries on earth but have simply not been able to accomplish
w hat the others have attained. A nd to those who argue th at their
environment is too difficult, I would say each people creates its
environment from within itself.
M r. Fisher is certainly right when he wants some control over
haphazard hum an breeding, bu t it is hard to imagine how this
could be accomplished. To a certain extent natural instinct and
public opinion have up to now acted as a check on inter-breeding
o f diverse races, but it looks as though these barriers are being broken
down to-day, in a deliberate attem pt to bring about a world of
mixed race. W hat the result o f this would be we do n o t know.
The best answer so far would appear to be the one advocated
by Professor Darlington. “ The future o f mankind rests with
those genetically diverse groups, whether races o r classes, which
can practise mutual help and show mutual respect.” If I may
say so, a truly Christian sentiment.
Yours, etc.,

Sydney R edesdale.
Inch Kenneth,
Gribun, Isle o f Mull.

THE ULSTER POLICE STATE
To the Editor o f The European.
Sir,
M r. Vernon’s comments on my letter in The European o f October
do not require a long reply. If he is unable to decide for himself
when the Tricolour is flown in N orthern Ireland as an act o f
provocation it seems a waste o f your valuable space to try to con
vince him. The Protestants o f the Republic o f Eire accept the
Constitution in the South and obey the laws passed in D ublin.
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The Anti-Partitionists of the North flout the Constitution of this
area and insult the Union, the national flag o f the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. The Government o f
Northern Ireland would be unworthy o f the name if it permitted
would-be constitution-wreckers to flout the law.
The agreement on the Boundary was reached when the people
of the South realised that they would lose more than they had
hoped to gain by a revision. Let Mr. Vernon consult the Act o f
the Irish Free State, No. 40, in their Statute Book o f 1925 just to
assure himself that the Dublin Parliament of that time agreed to
Partition.
The raid on Gough Barracks, Armagh, by Republicans took place
on 12th June last. Recently Mr. De Valera stated that in his
opinion force would not end the present position. Mr. Cosgrave,
Republican Minister for External Affairs, also speaking in Dublin
last week, said : “ I do not believe that Partition can be solved
by anything like a high-pressure advertising campaign, nor do I
think that vituperation and violent or exaggerated language directed
either against Britain or against fellow-irishmen in the Six Counties
have any useful part to play. Startling escapades of one kind and
another may catch headlines and capture people’s imaginations,
but they leave us no nearer than before to a solution o f the problem,
and probably further away.”
Notwithstanding the advice o f experienced politicians in the
South there has now been another attack — this time on the
military barracks in Omagh. It is all deplorable, but the Govern
ment of Northern Ireland is determined to maintain law and order,
and it will not be deterred by violent deeds or violent propaganda.
Northern Ireland people are Ulstermen, and they are resolved
as firmly as ever to remain British.
Yours, etc.,

W. D ouglas,
Secretary.

Ulster Unionist Council,
3 Glengall Street, Belfast.

To the Editor o f The European.
Sir,
Mr. Geoffrey Vernon’s rebuttal o f Mr. William Douglas’s object
ions to his remarks on the Flags and Emblems (Display) Act in a
previous issue of The European is short and to the point. However,
I feel that Mr. Douglas’s point about flying flags “ for the purpose
o f provoking ” should be examined more closely.
It is a fact that Unionists are allowed to flaunt the Union Flag
as provocatively as they like in predominantly Nationalist areas,
under the protection of the police and, on occasions, the military.
When a Mr. Kelly, M.P., recently released from prison where he
had served a term o f imprisonment on a charge o f sedition, was
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welcomed home by his fellow-townsmen o f Pomeroy in County
Tyrone — a nationalist stronghold — police were ready with batons
to attack anyone in the crowd who produced a tricolour, with results
that are now well known, at least over here. They had been drafted
in from miles around. A few days later an Orange procession
marched through with its symbols of a “ loyalty ” that is certainly
not unqualified and a political outlook that is archaic and illogical,
protected by the police. This is by no means an isolated case.
A t elections, rowdy Unionists have endeavoured to break up
Nationalist and Labour meetings, sometimes successfully, while
the police have looked on passively. This is not altogether sur
prising when one remembers that many of them belong to the
Orange Order, which was allowed to carry o u t a pogrom against
Nationalists in Belfast in 1935 with impunity. M r. Douglas says :
“ The only thing that the Government do require from the citizens
of N orthern Ireland is loyalty to the throne and constitution and
obedience to established law ” . It is the supporters of the Govern
ment who have been, on occasions, the m ost blatant law-breakers 1
But to fight for the Crown is evidently n o t enough. R om an
Catholic ex-servicemen were passed over while houses were allotted
to Protestants who had spent the w ar safely enrolled in the Special
Constabulary. Indeed, it is said th at Orange processions were
banned during the war in case visiting Englishmen and others
should ask why so many professedly loyal able-bodied men were
not in the fighting services.
In conclusion, I must add that I am not a Roman Catholic and
could never persuade myself to become one.
Yours, etc.,

P atrick J. N. Bury.
Ballymountain House,
Waterford, Eire.

RERUM NOV ARUM AND THE
SYNDICALIST STATE
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I quoted from Rerum Novarum (in my article in your October
issue) a number o f passages, which, inter alia, referred to “ the
marvellous discoveries o f science,” the concentration o f trade in
a few hands, class warfare, and undue state interference. From
these passages M r. Sutton has selected the single reference to “ the
enormous fortunes o f some individuals and the utter poverty of
the masses ” and has used it to condemn the “ spirit and letter ”
o f the whole article.
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In spite of the depredations o f the tax collector at one end of the
social scale and the magnificent work of the trade unions at the
other, I contend that the directors and absentee shareholders still
take out of industry a much larger share of the profits than that
which is paid to any worker. If this is the position in the present
era of full employment and prosperity how much more will it be
true when the inevitable slump returns to Britain ? Whether we
look at the present or the future I maintain that we are as far
removed as ever from the realisation of those ideals expressed in
Rerum Novarum, the widest possible dispersion of private property
so that every worker owns “ a stake in the country,” not only for
his material well-being, but also for the encouragement of his
patriotism and self-respect. (The proportion of workers owning
their own houses is still minute.)
My article was certainly not intended to prove that “ Roman
Catholicism is the only friend o f the workers ”. It merely advanced
as a basis of discussion the suggestion th at syndicalism was the
desirable and logical development o f the social encyclicals.
Yours, etc.,

G eoffrey Vernon.
London S.W.l.
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